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$300 IN PREMIUMS.
Send $1.25 to pay for your own subscription to THE STUDENT for one year.
Send at the same time the names and addresses of 20 of your friends or acquaintances. We will register these names and send to each a sample copy of
THE STUDENT hoping to secure their subscriptions. On the 1st of July next,
to that person whose list of names bas yielded the largest percentage of subscribers we will give a high grade PNEUMATIC TIRE BICYCLE, style of
1893, worth $15o.oo.
To the person whose list is second we will give a latest improved STANDARD
REMINGTON TYPEWRITER complete with table and case, worth $1oo.oo.
To the person whose list is third we will give a complete set of the ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA with 5 American volumes, in all 30 volumes, bound
in cloth, worth $6o. oo.
To the person whose list is fourth we will give a WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY, worth $1o.oo.
All that is needed in this offer is to send one year's subscription for yourself
and a list of 20 names,-the work of 20 minutes. Of course you may use such
influence as you may wish to induce your friends to subscribe. You can not
afford to pass by this unprecedented offer with a mere glance.
It means just what it says. Somebody will get these magnificent premiums
for the little trouble it takes to comply with these conditions.

, ~ .

The PreiJliUlJlS.
The bicycle included in this offer is the well known "Ariel" bicycle. It is
the equal of any high grade bicycle made, and sells everywhere at $15o.oo.
The Remington Typewriter is too well known to need any description. This
offer means the latest improved machine, complete and ready for work.
The Encyclopedia Britannica included in this offer does not mean a trashy
"condensed" 10 volume edition that is not worth the paper it is written on.
It means the complete Britannica latest edition, in 25 volumes with 5 American
volumes, making in all 30 large volumes substantially bound in cloth,-a complete library in itself.
Webster's International Dictionary is well known to everyone. It is the
standard dictionary in the United States.
We guarantee there is not a trashy thing in these premiums. Everything is
of the highest quality.
ADDRESS

THE STUDENT,
108

College Ave.,

VALPARAISO, IND.
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'N. H. VAIL,

..

Repairing
GarefullyQone.

Vou9 Pal:ronage SoliGil:ed. 1'

Watches, Jewe)ry,
§i)lferware 1 G)ocks 1
etc., etc.

~C>TEL

.A..S~FC>:A..I>

AMERI CAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN,
~HI~A&O.

«orncr+75th+Street-s-and+Ellis+Avenue,

This Hotel is situated close to the World's Fair Grounds which can he 1·eacbed by the I. C. R. R. and Electric stree t
cars r un ning direct from the Hotel to the Grounds for five cents.
This Hotel Is lT:zw THROUGHOUT, being constructed of brick and Iron and contains 150 rooms which are large and
well ventilated and located on the second and thtrd tloors, the furnishings are new and the latest designs.

,2.()() per du.y, 8Peolo.\ Ru.tea to Students.

J. B. ASHFORD, Proprietor,

For Ro.tea o.nd lnform'ation 1{ddreaa

Grand Crossing, Illinois.

When.answer ing advertisements mention THE

STUDENT.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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W.

G.

WtNpLE, Staple and ianGy

~FoGeFies,

Fine Lanaps and Glassu'are.
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES AND CANDIES, AL WAYS FRESH.

Juat the place to get ' toothsome luuch put Up
JO~:NT

S. E. Corner Maln & Franklin Sts.

LEPELL,

~~D\Jl® ~on~~o~on~®9 Ro~~@~~9 fro©~M~® l?~&~®~o~
EAST lliAIN STREET, VALPARAISO, IND.
I WANT THE STUDENT'S TRADE,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

VALPARAISO

2oots and 3boes

is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
-system known as--

several lines especially
o--ADAFTED,--o
for good wear and neat style,

TO STUDENT'S NEEDS.
J. F. T.4.LCO TT.,
NO. V EAST MA.IN ST.

-----GO TO---_..

AYLES WOI{ T 1 HS
FOE T:S:E

W. L. Dou2IGl8
F1NE
a'w

slfoes~~

~aa~m~

~irs!:

wwal

It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Dining cars are carried via Valparaiso to
PITTSBURG,
BALTIMORE,
\V ASHINGTON,
PHILADELPHIA,
NEW YORK.
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,
Ticket Agent, Valparaiso, Ind.,

l:Lwaltt~

Sboe Sl:ore fl. fV\a ip Sl:.
NO

~C>SS

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·

~

21.

.JOSEPH 'l'OOD,
E. A. FORD,
General MaiUlger,
GE>neral Passenger Agt.
Pittsbnrg. Pa.

B.A.:NTISTE~,

CASH :Hardware pealers.
FINE CuTLERY AND RAzoRs A SPECIALTY.

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

Teeth extJ"acted
without pain.

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

THE LEADING DENTIST.
When answering advertisements mentlon THE

STuDENT.

73 MAIN STREET,
V ALP AR.USO,l:ND.

!

J
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CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES .

. ::0~. ~ EI. :Nr.

~E~:NrE~.

---615®DENTIST

7

~INDIANA.

VALPARAISO,

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place
where you can get work done to suit.
-GIVE US A TRIAL.40 WEST MAIN ST.
REASON

BELL.

JAMES

BELL .

BELL BROS ..

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLES
GOOD RCGt:; AT REASONABLE RATES .
EAST MAIN BT., OPP. T . 8. LOUDERBACK'S 8H8P,

•

Y A.LPA.RAISO, IND.

THE
BEST IS THE
Send TEN cents to 28 Union Sq., N.Y.,
for our prize game, "Blind Luck," and
win a New Home Sewing Machine.

The New Home Sewing Machine Co.
ORANCE, MASS.

~28URIOR~U~9>-~~· ATtAN . !l""rRAifCIScf

c:... 'e"Go

' 6os1°~j\~"' '"·
0
"tLou\$t • FOR SALE BY
ILL.

CM..

~GEO .
l~ivery,

Valparaiso, Incl.

MILLER,~

Borr.rd and Sale Stables,

LAf'AYETTE ST., OPP. CENTRAL HOUSE,

VALPARAISO, IND.
-GOOD RIGS A.T REASONABLE llA.TES. --

MUDGE'S GKulcERY
OF VALPARAISO,

0"~LLM.~t.1o·

W. S. WILSON,

T.

PROPRIETOR OF

is known for miles around, as prod ucing the highest grade of Photographic Art.

--CONSISTING O F - -

New and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- - A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.--

Orders for Books and anything kept in our line promptly filled by

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 COllege Ave., .val'paralltO, nd.

When answer1na- advertisements mention To S'rtrDE T.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

CHlC~CO

rfoGiAND ·
To"~" u~

,,

THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
}Win t s En.st a nd West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that

com fort, speed and safety at low·
~~;ll!iiiiiWIIII
est
rates
compatible
with
first
cla~s
service
•
I
ticke ts read via above line, and secure

. B. - Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through t!te
Great International Tunnel.
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fDatly except Sunday .

$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping car s between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Boston-Trains 4, 6, 9, 7;
Sa i lnnw Valley-Trains 6 and 9; Det roit- Trains 6 and 9. Trains 8 and 7 run through solid between Chicago and
New York. Meals served en route in splendid New Dining Cars.
For time tables, tickets, and further information, apply to JAllES McCREB, Agent, Valparaiso.

,V. E. D AV I S,

GEO. B. REEVE.
~J."rnill c Innnu ge r.

The
Simplex Printer.
A new invention for duplicating copies of writings or drawings.

Gen. Pas!'en ger and 'l'l c k e t Ag t.

The Home and ~cbool $upply
EURE~U 7
managed by the undersigned, gives informatior
and aid to those desiring to visit the Nation's
Capital, or to secure certain books, facts, papers;
etc., not acces ible except at heavy expense of
time and m~mey. Teachers, students,preachers,
and professwnal people generally can secure ef·
ficent service on quick time and reasonable rates.

From an original, on ordinary paper with any
pep, Ioo copies can be made.
so copies of
typewriter manuscripts produced in 15 minutes.
'end for circulars and samples.
., · ·
AGENTS WANTED.
~AWTON & CO.,
2 0 Vesey

t., New Y o r~ .

For terms address (with stamps),

J. Fraise Richard,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & W.
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Time Corrected,
Oct. 23, 1892.
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READ THIS SIDE UP.

READ T H IS SIDE DOW N.

Train No. 1 Leaves Buffalo daily except Sunday. Train No. 2 leaves Chicago dally except Saturday. Other lralns
dally except Sund·ay. Buffet Sleeping Cars between Chicago and Buffalo on trains .Nos. I and 2.
Passengers ticketed through and baggage checked to destination.
For rates or other information, call on agente or address,
V. H. WENDT,
LEWIS WILLIAMS,
B. F. HORNER,
Agent, Valparaiso.
General Superintendent,
General Passenger Agt.,
ULEYELAND, Onro.

Cfbe ~enn Pitman
System of Phonog~apby
IS THE

Am~ricc.rt S~st~m

r

. ..

of Shorthc.rtd.

To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type-writ ing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a " departmentofshorthand." A number of systems are taught, but
1/t,at or Benn Pitman is more gen.
erally used t/t,an any ot/t,er in this
countnJ., and may be called t/t,e
'"'.llmerican Sy.fJtem." --Extract from the
Report of the Commissioner of Educution (Was/zington, D. C.), for t/u year I887-88, page 927.
If I were starting to learn Phonography now,
I should get Benn Pitman's Manual and other
books and follow them.--Dennis F..Aittrphy, Official Reporter of tlze U.S. Senate. See PHO oGRAPHIC MAGAZI E,

Vol. V, page IO$-April,

I 89I.
Send for complt:te catalogue and specimen
pages of all phonographic publications.
A li beral d isco unt will be m a de to all schools and to
teache r s of Phon o graphy, and special prices will be
quot ed for introduction and e"change. Address
Ttl ~

PHOt'{

G R.t\P~ IC

I NSTIT UTE,

~ IFJ!Cl!'iNAT I

OHIO .

WneH V.H§W. flP.e- t!!lrert1e~m t:}

THE O DE LL

Type

Writer.

$20 will buy the Odell Type W riter with 78 characters and $15 for the
Single Ca s e Odell, warranted to do
better work than any machine made.
It combines SIMPLICITY with DURABILITY,

SPEED,

EASE

OF

OPERATIO'I,

wears longer without cost of repairs than
any other machine. Has no ink ribbon
to bother the operator.
It is neat, substantial, nickel plated,perfect, and ad apted to all kinds of type writing. Like
a printing press, it produces sharp,clean
legible manuscripts. Two or ten copies
can be made at one writing.
Any intelligent person can become an opera ·
tor in two days. We offer $1 , 000 to
any operator who can equal the work of
the Double Ca se Odell .
Reliable Agents a·nd Salesmen wanted.
Special inducements to Dealers.
For Pamphlet giving Indorsements,
etc., address

ODE LL TYPE WRITER CO.,
368· 3 6 4 D e a r bor n S t., Chic a g o Ill,
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,..- rhorou.ghly I .Jractical Inst,itl-.tion.

'I'

The majority of the Board of Directors and a number of the Faculty of this
institution are graduates of the NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL and BusiNESS INSTITUTE of Valparaiso, Ind.
The same practical methods of teaching
prevailing at the Normal are adopted in this College.
Anyone desiring to take a thorough course in Dentistry will do well to look
in to the merits of the

~merican

Gollege of IJental Su~ge~~'

'>.) '

of Chicago, Ill., before deciding to go elsewhere.
The City of Chicago offers rare advantages to the Dental Student. Every
Nationality is here represented. Every form of disease of the Oral Cavity is
here encountered. Thousands of persons apply annually for treatment at our
Dental College. The Dental Student becomes thoroughly familiar with all classes
of cases. He is required to perform many different and difficult operations
under the direction of skilful instructors.

i '

Spring Tt!r m b cp;insA pril 3rd, 1893, and continues 3 mon ths.
Eight/& .llnnual Jrinl tJr T erm b tJginsO ctober 17, 1893, and continues 6 months.

For Catalogues and Circulars giving full particulars address,

THEO. MENGES, Sec'y. ,
479 Wabash An., Chicago, Ill.
When answering advertisements mention TBE

STUDENT.

'' .
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NORMAL BOOK STORE,
lfalparaiso 1 11)dial)a 1
----HAS OPENED IN----

NEVJ" BUILDING----WITH AN----

EN'"L.A.Fl.G-ED

STC>C~,

----CHIEFLY OF----

~ine ~oen-. ~ , ~ook@
f~in~

in ~ iue ~i udin ~~ , a nd e verp

•n fye hook line

~ uif ahle

fo r a

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~~~BOOK MAKING, ~~

RulinS?:, Printing;, Binding,
We Manufacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUOE1 TS' NOTE BOOKS, REl'ORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in school .
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCUOOLS is our specialty. Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. T o avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper IS water marked "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a J oURNAL, LED(;~:R, 0AY
BooK and CASH BooK, 40 pages ea., pressboard cover, li sted at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12~ cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather hack and mar
ble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, 1:) and Yz page Accounts in Ledgers, and
indexed on edge, 16% cent per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, hut with leather
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of
utes, Drafts, Receipts, 'heck and
other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving the ap ·
pearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a hook. Our Bills
Payable and Receivable, Bill llead Tab and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents each,

For Bank£ng, we make,CA II BOOKS, COLLECTION REGI. " l'ER.',
TICKLER. • DI COUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND INDIVI-DUAL LE
GERS.
Also, SIX-COLUMN J UI NAL, LUMBER BOOKS.
Special Rulings of any kind made to order.
Liberal discou11ts given to teaclurs mzd dealas.

H. F. PERRINE, Book- eller and Stationer,
alparaiso, Ind.

When answering advertisements mention THE

STUDEl!IT.

8

AD VR TISEEMENTS.

lr

.A l\1EW BOOK.

"INDIANA+&+THEtNATION."
This brief" Civil Government of Indiana based upon the State Constitution,
the Statutes, and other official documents, is the work of Prof. Cyrus W. Hodgin,
of Earlham College, which fact guarantees that the book will be thorough, accurate and intersting. The book will contain about 2 00 pages, will be ready
about July 1st, and will embrace:
1. The Civil Government of Indiana, Complete.
2.
The State Constitution of Indiana:
3· The constitution of the United States, with Brief Analysis.
4· Questions for Class Use ; Reference Books, etc.
S· Blackboard Analyses.

Bound in Cloth.

Sample Copy Sent for

so cents.

Whiting Series are:

Prominent features of the
ECONOMY IN PRICE,
CAREFUL GRADING,

EYCELLENCE IN SELECTIONS,
APPROPRIATE SONGS AND EXERCISES,
PLEASING lLLUSTRATIO S.

i

~

=

•()c us

J9 )

?j ~~~DRAWING
Industrial and Educational System of Drawing, by Prof. Langdon S. Thompson, formerly of Purdue Uni-

The

versity, LaFayette, Indiana, presents:
PRIMARY MANUAL TRAINING,

.1'

I

I

ol

PRIMARY AND ADVANCED FREEHAND,
MoDEL AND OBJECT vVoRK,
INVENTION AND HI TORICAL ORNAMENT,
GEOMETRICAL DRAWINGS,
ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION.

Send for Sample Pages, Outlines, &c., &c., to

D. C. HEATH & CO.,
~oston,

)

Ghioago.
When answering advertisements mention THE

STUDENT.

'r

THE STUDENT.
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DISEASE GERMS.
BY WILLIAM DURHAM, F. R. S. E.

HE fact that we are surrounded by myriads of small organisms
whose vital action produces fermentation and putrefaction
naturally suggests the inquiry as to their action on mankind and
the lower animals. As these organisms destroy the bodies of animals as soon as life is extinct, may they not also injure even the
living animals, and produce many of those diseases whose origin
has hitherto been obscure? The importance of this inquiry is at
{)nee realised when we consider that we must take into our systems,
whether we like it or not, thousands of these tiny forms every day.
It has been calculated that every one of us must inhale about one
hundred millions every year, and as a matter of fact we find them
in great numbers in our mouths, stomachs, and intestines. It is
worthy of note, however, that they are never found in the blood of
.a healthy person.
By some means or other they are prevented
from entering into the general circul::ttion. To the great Frenchman, Louis Pasteur, belongs the credit of having settled this question, and of having proved beyond a doubt that these organi s ms
are certainly the cause of many diseases, and that among the many
species of bacteria &c., there are some forms which produce each
its own special disease on man and the lower animals. The history
of this great discovery is very interesting and instructive. About
five-and-thirty years ago, certain minute rod-like organisms were
noticed in the blood of an animal \vhich had died from anthrax or
splenic fever, a disease which attacks both man and the lower ani-
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mals; but no one seems to have suspected that these organis ms
were the cause of the disease until Pasteur p ublishe ~ his rema rkab le researches on fermentation and putrefaction. It then occurred to D e vaine, who had first noticed those little bod ies, that they
might p ossibly be the source of the malady. He accordingl y took
some of the tainted blood and inoculated healthy animals, and
found that a very small quantity indeed of the blood produced
a fatal attack of the disease. This, however, did not p rove that
the disease was really due to these germs, because the blood itself
mi ght be altered in some way so as to act as a poison. To settle
thi s questit:m, Pasteur took the matter up, and very speedily
showed that it was from the germs, and from them alo ne,
that the di sease proceeded. The method he employed to prove
this was as follows: - He took a drop of the infected blood and
added it to a solution prepared for the purpose, in which the germs
were cultivated, He then took a drop from this solution and ad ded it to a second solution similar to the first,and again cultivat ed,
and so on for a great many times, so that any poison contained in the
blood was diluted to such an extent that it could not possibly have
any effect, and he got, in fact, in the last solution nothing but the
germs themselves. With these he inoculated healthy animal s, and
the di sease was produced at once, just as with th e original blood .
T he d emonstration was complete; splenic fever a t a ny rate wa
certainly due to the li ving action of these small organi sms, a nd the
exis tence of disease germs pro ved. Proceeding in th e same manner. Pasteur an d many other investigator s discovered the pecific
germs which give rise to a great n umb er of well-k n own epidemic
and con tagious diseases. Among these may be mentioned rab ies,
glanders, fowl cholera in the lower animals, and fevers of various
kinds, such as sca rlet and typhoid, smallpox, measles, ho opingcough, phthisis, cholera, &c., in man; even the decay of teeth has
been found to be due to a particular form which attacks the tooth
when the enamel is broken by the action of acids in the mouth .
These discoveries have revolutionised our ideas of disease, as these
germs seem to be found at every turn doing their hurtful work .
Of course, in such investigations where the objects to be ob en·ecl
are so exceedingly minute, it is sometimes not easy to identify the
particular germ of any dis ea e, and there may be doubt in orne
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cases, such as cholera, if this has really be'en don~. Although the
existence of certain specific noxious organisms which we have called disease germs has been thus satisfactorily made out, the manne r
in which they accomplish their deadly: work is not yet known. It
may be that these germs wa:ge war against' the · cells of which our
blood and tissues are formed and destroy them, or they may appropriate to themselves the food and the oxygen intended for the
nourishment of our bodies, and thus tause death by gradual exhaustion. Perhaps the best explanation, however, is that which
ascribes death to the action of some poison secreted by the organism. 'Ve know that those organisms which give rise to putrefaction produce soluble alkaline poisons called ptomaines, and that
other forms produce ferments, and it may be that those disea se
germs also produce a ferment or a poison which acts fatally on th e
animal system. If this be so, then the action of the germs is indirect, and the really fatal thing is not the germ itself, but the
poison which it produces in the system .
However this may be, the fact rema,ins that we are in the midst
of hosts of noxious things against which we must wage continued
war, and it is of the greatest importance that we should study th e
forms, habits of life, &c., of these small, almost invisible foes whi ch
work such deadly havoc in our midst, in order to di scover, if possible, some defence again st their insidious attacks. \Ve may con sider those eminent men who, patiently and in silence, m icros cope
in hand , study the vari ed fo rm s of these ger ms as in reality an ·
army d oing b a ttle with th e fo e, and in the quiet researches of the
lab ora tory the re is often as m uch heroism exhibited as in mounting
th e deadly breach. Th e experi ments a re n ot without danger. It
is said of Pasteu r that h e sucked into a tube some of the sali va from
the foaming jaws of a raging .mad bull-dog held down by rope s ;
the sligh test mistake or sl ip of the ropes and he mi ght have been
ino c ulated with the deadly vi rus of this mo st awful disease. Valu able knowledge has already been acquired b y the labours of the se
investigators, although much still remain s ob scure.
\Ve know
where these hurtful forms are most likely to b e found in greate ·t
n umbers, we know ce r tain p recautions which must b e taken to aY oicl
them, we know how to kill them, and in some cases at any ra te
how to mitigate or entirely prevent many of the virulent ctisease:
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they bring in their train. These disease germs only live in a thriving condition within certain limits of temperature. At high temperatures they are destroyed completely, and at the boiling-point
of water the organisms themselves are killed if the exposure is sufficiently long-sometimes a very short time suffices; but the spores
or germs properly so called offer a greater resistance, and the temperature requires to be raised somewhat above this point in order
to make their destruction certain, so that they may not spring into
active life again when transferred to a suitable medium. At low
temperatures, such as the freezing-point of water, these organisms
are only paralysed, not killed, so that they renew their activity on
the temperature being raised; but so long as the cold is maintained
they remain dormant and harmless. It is owing to this action that
butcher-meat can be preserved by being frozen, the putrefactive
bacteria being rendered harmless so long as the temperature is kept
low. It is curious to note that Lord Bacon, among his other little
accomplishments of writing tragedies and cryptograms, seems to
have had some sort of foreknowledge of this fact; in truth, he met
his Jeath in trying an experiment on the subject. Macaula) writes
of him that he had an idea that snow might prevent animal substances from putrefying, and one very cold day in the year r626
he alighted from his coach to try the experiment. He went into a
cottage, bought a fowl, and with his own hands stuffed it with snow.
In doing this he incurred a chill, which resulted in his death. In
the last letter he wrote he mentioned that the experiment had succeeded "excellently well."
Many chemical substances act energetically on the disease germs,
and either destroy them altogether or render them comparatively
harmless. Among these may be mentioned mercuric chloride,
sulphurous acid, carbolic acid, boracic acid, &c. Lister has applied some of these with great success in the dressing of wounds
and sores, and in surgical operations. The full action, however,
of these substances cannot be utilised when the germs are actually
in the body, because the quantity required is often ·in excess of
that which it would be safe to administer. The most promising
field for preventing the evil effects of disease germs seems to be
that of inoculation. It is well known that some diseases, such as
measles or scarlet fever, rarely attack the same individual more
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than once; the first attack seems to bestow an immunity from that
particular disease. Smallpox also is prevented by vaccination, the
vaccine matter creating a similar disease of a milder form, which
renders the ir dividual proof against the more deadly malady. It
occured to Pasteur that he might find the means of producing the
germ-formed diseases in a mild form which would act as a protection in the same manner. This he accomplished in the following
way. He made repeated cultivations of the disease germ according to the method already referred to, but instead of making the
cultivations rapidly one after the other, he allowed several months to
elapse between each, and found that when he did this the germs
from the last cultivation were so weakened they could produce the
specific disease in only a very mild form on any animal which he
inoculated with them. But, as he had expected, this weakened
form of the disease bestowed on the animal a protection against
the attacks of the germ in its most active state. Pasteur ascribed
the weakening of the disease germ by his method of cultivation to
be due to an excess of oxygen acting for a long time; for he found,
if he took means to exclude an excess of air during the cultivation,
the germs retained their virulence. Other investigators ascribed
the result to the action of heat; but it is quite possible that it may
be brought about in different ways, for the organism may be
weakened by more than one agency. At any rate, inoculation with
these weakened germs was completely successful in the case of
splenic fever, as was demonstrated by trial on a large number of
animals. The same course of treatment has been adopted in the
case of rabies or canine madness, and although some remarkable
nsults have been attained, it cannot be said to have been so undeniably successful; but a great field for investigation has been
opened which will undoubtedly yield much good fruit in the future.
The reason why some diseases in a mild form give protection
from the attack of the same disease ·in a more virulent form is not
understood. Pasteur's idea is, that the mild form abstracts from
lhe blood and tissues certain elements which are necessary for the
sustenance of the germ, and thus, to use an agricultural expression,
exhausts the soil, so that the same germ, even in a powerful condition, cannot thrive on it. This does not seem very satisfactory,
as it is difficult to understand how the immunity should continue
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for years, as we should imagine that the blood and tissue cells
would sooner or later recover the elements of which they had been
deprived. It seems much more likely that the result is due to the
resistance which the living cells of animal bodies offer to the
disease germs· being strengthened by use. The white blood cells
of frogs inoculated with the anthrax germs are observed to incorp orate and destroy these germs, and the animal is not affected; but
if the animal is kept at a high temperature the germs increase so
rapidly that they gain the mastery over the blood cells and destroy
them. Now, it is probable that the living cells of the animal body
offer more or less resistance to the attacks of these invading disease
germs, and if the latter are we?-k the former may overcome and
destroy them, and in so doing may be permanently strengthened to
resist all such attacks from the same kind of germ in future, just
as all powers are strengthened by use. This acquired strength
might descend to cells formed from those who bore the attack.
This view might explain why certain individuals seem to enjoy perfect freedom from diseases which strike down many in their immediate neighborhood, and why, indeed, so many of us continue
to exist in the midst of such unknown dangers. The vitality of
some may be able completely to resist the attacks of those disease
germs, while others, weakened from various causes, may readily
succumb. We may, indeed, look upon the whole matter as a
!ltruggle for existence between those disease germs and the cells of
our blood and tissues. If the former are the stronger they will
prevail, and we shall suffer disease, and, it may be, death itself; if
the latter are the stronger we shall remain in health. If, howc!ver,
the germs are excessively numerous, the strongest may succumb to
the force of mere numbers. In this view of the case our duty is
plain. \Ve should, by every means in our power, keep our bodies
i n strong vigorous health and avoid everything that tends to lower
vital activity, suc"h as exhaustive work, bad or insufficient food or
air, excess of all kinds, and by so doing we shall offer ·a strong res istance to the first inroads of these secret enemies. Again, we
should be careful of any disorders in the throat, stomach, or intestines; because, as we mentioned, numbers of germs are always
p re sent in these parts even of healthy persons. They may not,
indeed, be germs associated with any particular malady, but still
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they are only prevented by the living action of the mucous membrane from entering into the circulating system, as it ha_s been
proved that the action of the gastric juice and other secretions of
the body have very little effect upon them. If, therefore, the
mucous membrane is injured, they may pass through it and produce
many serious disorders. Thu5 keeping nur bodies in thorough and
vigorous health, we must avoid all those places where germs are
most likely to be found in greatest numbers, such as crowded dwellings, hospitals, &c. We must have plenty of fresh air, and above
all, plenty of sunshine, which is found to be very destructive to
those ubiquitous pests. Crowded houses and narrow closes are
nur.,eries for the rearing of these disease germs. Cleanliness is
absolutely necessary to check their spread. Linen and blankets
soiled by contact with persons suffering from any of these diseases
are very dangerous. It is comparatively easy to avoid infection
from water, food, or even from drains, if well flushed, but clothes
of all kinds dry, and the germs are carried into the air, which we
cannot avoid, as we must all continuously breathe it. Of course,
when the disease is fairly upon us, there is no resort but to the
skilled physican, but by proper attention to health and sanitation
his valuable services may be rarely required.
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SHOES AND \VALKING.
EXTRACT FROM A LECTURE HY DR.

J.

H.

KELLO.:;G,

OF THE BATTLE CREEK SAC'I/IT.\RIU.\1.

Reported by Helen L. Manning.
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N order to be able to walk well, one must stand m an erect
position with the weight of the body poised over the arch or
instep of the foot. It is then balanced over a spring of fibers,
bands, and ligaments which make s standing easy. The direct line
of the center of gravity, when one stands properly, is vne drawn
just in front of the ear, falling right in front of the boulder and so
on do•vn to strike the balls of the toes. Heel standing is always
tiresome, yet one who is tired out and relaxed is very apt to assume
it. A position in which the muscles of the body are relaxed, is the
foundation of all incorrect habits of standing. Relaxed walking
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mdicates either that the person is weak and feeble in health or else
of weak, pusillanimous character.
An improper standing poise and partially relaxed muscular system result in a number of errors in walking. Among them is the
teetering gait which is caused by too great flexion of the limbs. A
very much more common error is the swaying gate, which is
especially due to the relaxed conditiiJI}. of the muscles of the waist.
Even in a person who takes a correct attitude in walking there is
always a slight movement of the body toward the forward limb.
\Vhen the right leg is thrown forward, the body is balanced slightly
over it and then when the left limb is thrown forward in turn, there
is a little movement of the trunk toward that side. But there is a
constant effort on the part of the muscles of the waist to keep the
movement of the body from being excessive. The swaying gait
indicates weak, relaxed muscles of the trunk. It is not uncommon
in laboring men who have been careless in their habits of walking
and standing. It is also noticeable in the lady who has been wear ing tight clothing and has laid them off. The proper remedy is,
not a return to supports of steel and whalebone, but such exercise
as shall develop the muscles which support the chest and which
balance it on the pelvis, until they are able to do their work
properly.
Another very common error in walking is the stooping gait, the
head thrown forward and the eyes cast down. This shows a re laxed condition of the muscles of the back of the neck and the
upper portion of the spine. This is specially illustrated by the
man who has a "brick in his hat," alcohol having paralyzed his
muscular activity and the nerves of control.
But the gait which gives a person the most ridiculous appearance
is the straddling gait, whic.h is due to weakness of the muscles of
the legs and hips. This can be corrected by special exercise of
the weakened muscles in persons who have not advanced too far
in years. The short, quick steps of the stiff walk is particularly
noticeable in smart clerks. It is not an energized walk but a
sort of heel-stepping which jars the spine and brain and is exceedingly tiresome. One could not walk very far in the country in
this artificial manner.
In splay walking, the toes turn out too much. This is some-
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times due to a weaken ed condition of the muscles of the under
side of the foot and th e muscles which connect the foot with the
leg. ' Vhen the foot becomes flattened so that the outside of the
foot is arched more than the inside, the weight falls upon the inside and the toes turn out too much. The opposite of this is the
pigeon-toed gait, in which the toes are turned in, and which is extremely awkward and ungainly.
There has been considerable discussion as to what is the proper
style of walking. It is generally supposed that the proper position
for the feet is with toes turned slightly out, although some maintain that the feet should be perfectly parallel. This latter position
is seen in many savage tribes, but I think the custom is derived
from following a narrow trail, often crossing a stream on small
logs etc., and thus walking much on a narrow base from force of
habit, rather than in obedience to natural law. 'Vhen the foot is
turned out a little, the base is broadened and the . body is better
supported and braced than when the feet are parallel. It is also
more graceful and easy.
It is not possible to walk correctly on high heeled shoes or with
shoes of a considerable height of sole and heel. High heeled
shoes have the effect of raising the heels unnaturally, and throwing
the weight of the body upon the toes, and so in order to maintain
his balance a person must bend his knees a little. To walk with
the knees bent and the weight on the toes, throws the body out of
its natural poise and the result is a very awkward, ungraceful gait.
The spring heeled shoe is a very wholesome one and children
especially should have the advantages to be derived from wearing
them. At most, only a low broad heel is permissible for natural,
untrammeled walking.
I have been interested in studying shoes in various countries
abroad. The l'rench cartman, for instance, wears a shoe in which
nails are hammered in so thickly that the sole resembles an iron
clad ship. The shoe is thus rendered heavy and uncomfortable,
and is not to be recommended for health or grace. The Dutch and
German peasants wear shoes which are hollowed out of blocks of
wood. It puzzled me at first to know how such shoes could be
kept on since the opening must be large enough for the foot to
slip in easily, but I learned that the wearers acquire the habit of
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the toes under to hold the shoes on. This prevents freedom
10f n1ovement of the limb and is very ungraceful. In Italy, the
peasants wear a "clog" of which the re<H part of the shoe is lackmg and this is held on by the toes also. It gives a shuffling,
-awkward gait. The Malays wear clogs held in position by a grasp
{)t the t~es. Some of the large footed Chinese wear a kind of slipper with the heel in the middle which puts the person practically on
stilts. This is better than having the heel behind, for then the
ankle is all the time on the stretch and the whole weight of the
:body is thrown on the ball of the foot.
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THE MARRIAGE RELATIONS.
II. L.

PosTL E W A IT E.

and wrongs of women are now debated with a vi gor
T HEandrights
virulence which increase every day. Those who demand
or women, not only all the privileges which men possess, but also
c:ontiTl'ued exemption from their responsibilities, would carry the
principle of female emancipation to a point which has aroused opJl>OSition on the part of many who in every great question of the
£a!}' a r.e admittedly leaders of the party of progress. While the
-contest rages as to whether women are to know, say, and do everything that tJhe· coarsest of men can; or, on the other hand, be kept
c:ompletely in the background, people are apt to forget what is
r eally the crucial point of the whole question. They forget that
the position of women, and of men too for that matter, is inseparably bound up with the relationships between the sexes known as
marriage; are apt to forget the importance of that relationship,
not only to individuals, but to the state-are apt to forget that too
rigorous a subj1ection of women may bring us near to barbarism ;
t oo great an emancipation may lead to that corruption which has
:so often in the world's history been the outcome of a civilization
iWhich has not placed due restraint on the passions and impulses.
The prosperity of a country depends on the p roper maintenance
.of the relations between husband and wife quitf as much as on its
outer strength,. a.nd however great and powerful a country may
seem. to . he,. i£ these dom estic relations are unhealthy-if th e wife
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has not her place in the social polity-that country is rotten to the
core, and its complete decay and demoralization are inevitable.
Speaking generally, there are four aspects or ideals of the status of
the wife-four ways in which her position is regarded Ly men.
There is the method of the Barbarian, that of the Oriental, that of
·western civilization, that of corrupt civilization, which last ·is
practically the degraded form of the third. The Barbarian regards his wife as a mere slave; a squaw to cook his food, carry his
burdens, submit to his ill-usage. The Oriental sees in his wife a
plaything to gratify his passions, to be kept in the strictest seclusion, and to be treated altogether as a brainless being; regarded
by 11im, in fact, so far as any respect is concerned, much as the
squaw is regarded by the savage. From the third point of view
the wife's position is very different. True, she is the mother of
her husband's children; true she has duties to perform which her
husband would disdain; true her husband is the head of the family,
and she bears his name. But with all this she is looked upon as
her husband's equal, is the sharer of his counsels, his intelligenl
partner, and has a right to expect from him the fidelity which in
the case of the savage or the Oriental is so one-sided.
The credit of placing this view of married life before mankind
has been claimed by Christian writers for their religion. But although we must admit that Christianity has done much to improve
the position of women, yet the high ideal which we have termed
that of \iV estern civilization existed in a very strong degree in
ancient Greece, still more strongly among the Romans and the
nations of ·western Europe, whom they conquered and civilized
long before Christianity was preached; and the noble qualitie ~
which we admire in those races may often be directly traced to the
influence of wives and mothers. Again, it must be remembered
that it is under the auspices of the Christian religion that the degraded or fourth ideal, which we shall next consider, has often
prevailed and that many attribute its existence to a teaching of a
section of the Church.
But high as is this ideal, history shows that there are dangers
which threaten those societies where it prevails; danger the outcome of that very civilization which it has done so much to perfect.
Luxury, prosperity, too great liberty, want of mutual respect and
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continual striving after new sensations are too apt to destroy that
wholesome state of things, which has been the palladium of every
great nation, and we too often have examples of the fourth ideal
which though springing from the third is so distinct from it that it
deserves to be classed by itself. W'here a wife is no longer content
with taking her share in the battle of life, no longer content to
recognize the fact that there are things which it better becomes the
woman to do than the man, and vice versa; when she insists on
aping and sharing the follies and vices of the man; on casting from
her that modesty an_d reserve which are woman's greatest charms;
when she spurns maternity and domestic duties as triyial or monotonous, then, indeed, the marriage state must fall into disrepute;
then the fatherland must surely suffer. It was this which led to
the unspeakable horrors of Imperial Rome; it was the unsexed
~ women, th.eir profligacy only equaled by their audacity, who were
responsible as much as Nero and Domitian themselves for the
downfall of Roman civilization. Otho and Silius would have been
impossible but for Poppcea and Messalina. In later times, too,
and even in Christian countries where the marriage tie was in theory
held so sacred that if duly celebrated ·it could only be dissolved by
death, we have seen a state of things as bad. Wife and husband
have each gone their own way-the husband with his mistress, the
wife with her lovers, and yet have been looked upon as good sons
and daughters of a Catholic Church; and even the priests of that
Church, aye, and the highest of those priests, have been art and
part in immorality-as contrary to the teachings of Christ as was
the wickedness of ancient Rome.- W estminster Review.
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THE SCHOOL ROOM.
SUPPLEMENTARY READING.
RH ODA LEE.

HE surprised and shocked expression that stole over the face
of a visitor when entering my class-room a few days ago
amused me somewhat. The children were holding their books in
a comfortable position and reading silently. There was nothing
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strange or painful about that. It was not the occupation but the
literature that caused my old friend to elevate his brows. The
books were not the First Reader, part znd, that he expected to see,
but back numbers of Wide-Awake and Babylandthat I had just received from the publishers.
They were particularly bright and
attractive numbers, and, of course, it was a little unusual, but after
explaining my method of using them, and reasons for so doing, he
seemed rather pleased, even expressed a regret that we had not
more such magazines. I would go further and express the hope
that some day in the primary classes we shall have no two books
alike, and in&tead of a fi xed reader, a large collection of sto ri es
and story-books suited to children of that age.
One might think there would be a tendency to careless readin g
in putting books of this description into the hand s of young children. There is certainly a danger. Careful reading, accurate
thought-getting, is something we must culti vate. Questioning is
the only test we can apply at fir st, but as soon as possible I requi re
my children to write the story in th eir own word::;. This is generally done in a rough n ote-book which is h anded in for inspection.
Illustration s occasionally accompany the stories, and sometimes
these a re, to say th e least, striki ng.
E ncourage readi ng at horne. How often the Chris tmas and
bir th da y b ooks are value d only for th e pictures and bright covers,
even when th e chi ld ren could read and enj oy them with a little applicati on. Let your pupils bring these books to school occasionally, and endeavour to c rea te an interest in the reading matter.
On e or two suggestio ns fo r drill in word recognition. I have a
set of cards each of whi ch contains four or five long words, syllablized and accented. These are distributed among the children who
read them to ine when re cognized.
The cards of another set form a complete story. I supply the
outline, and the blanks are filled up by sentences found on the cards.
\Vo rd-building is also of considerable value. Let me give an example : T he first word placed on the board is bit ; next, lzabit;
then inhabit, and lastly, inhabitants. M isunderstanding, representation, uninter esting, are samples of words that can be built up
in this way.
Readi ng lessons should occasionally relate to current events.
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The season and everything pertaining to it should form a topic.
There is never any scarcity of subjects if we would only look for
them.
In closing I would aga~n urge those who have not already a collection of stories for supplementary reading, to delay no longer.
The advantages are plain to all, and there is really no difficulty in .
obtaining suitable matter. Sunday-school papers may be cut up,
"Children's Corner" in periodicals preserved, and back numbers
of magazines, ' such as those mentioned, obtained at very small cost.
Short stories copied on a caligraph or type-writer are very good.
Some of the best of this kind I have seen ·w ere original stories
written by children seven and eight years old, and then copied on
a machine.

NUMBER LESSONS IN SECOND GRADES.
Number lessons should be language exercises in all grades not
using a book. It may be necessary to use objects at first ; but
gradually accustom pupils to think out processes, or learn mathematical facts independent of association with objects. The power
of association, as has been said of literature as a profession, "is a
good staff, but a bad crutch." Begin in Grade II. to throw away
the crutch in object-lessons in number. Teach numbers from ten
to twenty or thirty, so that all their possible combinations ·will
present themselves without hesitation as facts when called for, with
a certainty that three sevens are twenty-one, and cannot by any
possibility be twenty or twenty-two. If this is not thoroughly
learned in Grade II., it w1ll be necessary for some other teacher
to do your work for you. Be careful to do your own work thoroughly, and do not attempt the next teacher's. Sufficient unto the
Grade is the work thereof. You will never be in danger of teaching what belongs to you too well.
Do not on the other hand, make number-work too abstract.
Children like to "keep store." Enliven number-work by concrete
examples given by pupils. See that the sentences used are correct
and the mathematical combinations possible. Do not in this or
any other grade "multiply cats by dogs." The combination of
abstract numbers are always abstract. In multiplication the mul-
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tiplier must be abstract, and in division the divisor. The · produc
will be of the same kind as the multiplicand, and the quotient like
the dividend. Dollars divided by dollars will not give sheep, ro
that it is better in all grades to apply concrete expressions, by wa
of explanation, to the results of abstract operations. That the
class may be supplied with concrete examples when their own stoc
is exhausted, teachers should have upon their desks several prrmary arithmetics composed of practical every-day exam ples
When the teacher puts an example to the class, the answt.r should
be a number simply, without repetitiOn of the problem, but the examples given by pupils should be fully and correctly expressed
by them. In one case you are ailing for a mathematical fact, in the
other for a language exercise in mathematical form. The more
you develop this power of expression, the greater scope and pla
you give to the imagination and the thinking powers. In no other
subject is it possible to lead children to do, to talk, and to thirtk,
as in number.-S. Artlzur B ent.

I~
VARIETY \VORK.

.

BY LAURA F. ARMITAGE •

r. \Vrite three words that end in y .

'•

Write names of two yellow Aow~rs.
\Vrite names of two red flowers.
\Vrite names of two animals having fur.
\Vrite names of two animals having hair.
Put l~tters before old, and make oth er words of it,-g-o~d,
t- old, s- old, etc.
7. N arne three kinds of trees that grow near your home.
8. \Vrite what stands for Doctor, ~Iister, treet.
9· \Vrice the names of four bird:; you have seen.
ro. :w hat color is your house?
r r. \Vhat animals dig holes in the grou:1d to live in?
12. \Vrite five girls' names .
13. \Vrite five boys' names.
q. \\rite three names for clog:; .
rs. Of what color are lem ons?

z.
3·
4·
5·
6.

.t··
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16.
17.
18.
19.

Of what color are ripe grapes?
Write three words of four letters each.
Name five things that can jump.
Name something that likes to live in water.
20. Name three things you like to do.
21. Tell what cows are good for.
22. N arne some animals that have hoofs.
2 3· \Vrite the first name of a light-haired girl in your schoolroom.
24. Of a dark-haired boy.-American Teacher.

THE RECITATION.
No suggestion that I can make is more impurtant than ·that
teachers study how to get more done in the few minutes given
to recitation, the purposes of which are to find out whether the
work assigned has been done, and, if not, why not; to train the
entire class to a more thorough understanding and expression of
what they have learned, to apply what they have learned in new
directions, and then prepare the way for work of another day.
All this must be done for ten or twenty different pupils with but
thirty precious minutes in which to do it. J have often seen a
teacher spend most of the time in getting at his work, standing
idly by while the pupils were at work at the board, or at work with
one pupil while a dozen were unemployed and listless, or teaching
as if he were helping the pupils learn their lessons, and using other
devices apparently to kill time.
The problem of the recitation is, how to lay out work J'or pupils
so that they will bring the necessary material to the recitation, and
then for thirty minutes keep every boy and girl intensely busy and
interested listening, ~hinking and doing, in handling the matter of
the lesson. At the close of such a lesson the pupils leave the room
like young gymnasts, energized and strengthened intellectually by
the vigor of the training. On the other hand, a sluggish recitat:on
DOt only furnishes no good results, but trains to sluggish habits·
that make it impossible for a boy to gather himself up on occasion
as at an examination, and work vigorously and with effect.-Superintendent Kielzle.
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THE TEACHER IN THE RECITATION.
r.
The teacher, while hearing a recitation, should assume a
position that will enable him to keep all of his pupils in sight.
2. In large classes it is best, if possible, for the teacher to assume a standing position, but whether sitting or standing the po-sition should be graceful.
3· The teacher's manners in the presence of his class should be
·dignified and gentlemanly.
4· The teacher should be pleasant and affable in his manner of
teaching, and thus control his class by his own example.
5. The teacher should so conduct his work as to keep all in the
dass interested and busy.
6. The teacher should show by his manner that he himself is
fully interested in what he attempts to teach, and thus awaken interest on the part of his pupils.
7. The teacher's language should be well chosen and correct,
that his pupils may not lo~e respect for him because of his many
errors of speech.
8. The teacher should be enthusiastic and energetic, thus leading
his pupils to feel the importance of the work in which they are engaged.
9· The teacher should use pleasant tones of voice, and thus
avoid creating nervousness in either himself or his pupils.
Io. The teacher should be even tempered, not permitting trifles
to ruffle or provoke him to scold, and thus make his pupils dis·orderly.
I r. The teacher should be prompt in calling and dismissing
classes, and prompt in his questions and general class work.
I 2. Everything in the class recitation should be methodical and
systematic, but not to such an extent as to destroy interest.

IJ. The teacher's manners should be such as to encourage the
timid and repress the impertinent.
I4. The teacher should be quick to change his methods of recitation the moment the interest begins to flag.
IS. The teacher should take as little of the recitation time as
possible in reprimanding pupils. A simple shake of the head is
more _effective than a half hour's scolding.

..,I
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· r6. The teacher should move about occasionally among his
pupils, even during recitation. This will tend to keep all orderly
and busy.
17. The teacher should not be too prompt to help a pupil out of
difficulty by offering assistance. The recitation is to be made by
the pupil, not the teacher.-Raub's School Methods.

IN THE SCHOOLROOM.
"Toiling, rejoicing, sorrowing,
Onward through life he goes;
Each morning sees some task begun,
Each _evening sees its close.
Something attempted, something done,
Hath earned a night's repose."
What are the teacher's emotions as she enters her schoolroom
every morning?
Are the following lines expressive of her
sentiments?"Uneasy lies the head of all who rule;
Her's, worst of all, whose kingdom is a school."
Does she long for the mechanical performance of duties, which
she terms teaching, tn terminate, in order that she and her unfortunate mechanisms may be liberated? Or, on the other hand, does
she realize the nobility, happiness -and -sweetness of rearing "the
tender thought," and thus enter upon her daily duties with a kind,
loyal, yet thoughtful, heart, knowing that she is teaching for eternity, not merely for the current term?
The teacher who would be a true educator and seek to develop
character as well as intellect, adheres to the principles of the
"golden rule." She is appreciative and sympathetic. She bea.rs
in mind that her pupils-to quite an extent- are her reflectors, and
as she wishes for kindness, she's kind. She wishes for truth , hence
she's true.
Instead of continually "harping" at the clull, thoughtles s boy
she shows her appreciati.Pn of the bright, thoughtful one, knowing
that if she brands a boy with "bad," or "stupid," he will in all
p robability live up to the reputation.
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She encourages her pupils to confide in her, putting a high premium on sincere, penitent "confessionals."
She does not forget the little courtesies which sweeten ~ocial
intercourse, viz., "Thank you," "If you please," "Good morning," etc. ·
In full the true educator endeavors to make her pupils "make
the most of themselves, by instilling principles of virtue and honor,.
and teaching them that goodness and usefulness are the greatest
nobility.
The teacher who has the privilege of moving in a social and
moral school atmosphere-and all may, who admit the truth of
"the world is just what you make it,"- will not find the work
irksome. True, it is sometimes tiresome and discouraging, but
consciousness of duty faithfully and lovingly performed will be an
ample reward.-L. M., in Educatio?Zal Review.

CANNOT AFFORD TO READ.

'.

Said a teacher in our hearing a few days ago·:
"I am so lonesome for want of reading matter. The family with
whom I board have no books and take but one paper. That is a
monthly flashy advertising sheet."
"But do you take no papers yourself?"
"No, I can't affvrd it. My wages are small and the school term
is so short I cannot afford to spend a cent for such things."
Out upon such teachers! America has no use· for them. The
teacher, above all persons, must be abreast with the times. He
should come before his school enthused with the world-life that is
throbbing on, outside his little domain.
And in these day of
cheap newspapers, cheap magazines, correspondence, and agencies,
he has no excuse for saying he cannot afford it.
Does the teacher not know that the surest way for him to
stagnate in some backwoods country neighborhood is for him to
attempt living and teaching outside the world? Does he not know
that the most certain way to preferment and honor is through
broad-minded culture? There lies the way, and he is indeed shortsighted who will be penny-wise in vi(.w of the po ssibilities befo re
him.- C!tarles 1lf. Hayer in North Carolina T e{f;c/ter .
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\VHAT IS EVER SEEN IS NEVER SEEN.
BY CELIA D O ERI'ER.

"You may all put your hands behind you," I said to a class in
the first year of High School. "Now tell me, John, which of your
fingers is longer, the first or the third?" "The first-no, the third
-indeed, I don't know." And John looked puzzled. "Mary,
which of yours is longer?" "I'm not sure, but I think it's the
first." "What do the others think?" "The third!"-"No, the
first!" "They're equal!" All these answers were given with evident hesitation.
"You may now look at your hands and convince yourselves."
All but one of the pupils now decided that the ring-finger was
longer than the index-finger. One found the two fingers of equal
ler gth. I told them that in some few hands the index-finger is
longer.
The pupils were amused to think that they had never closely
observed their own hands, and I placed on the board the sentence,
"What is ever seen is never seen." After what had preceded, it
was not difficult for the class to grasp the thought.
"Now, boys and girls, I shall ask each of you to observe some
familiar object more closely than ever before and to write out the
result of your observations, together with your reflections on this
experiment. The sentence on the board would make a good heading for the composition."
The result was a number of very interesting compositions containing much that was a surprise and a revelation, even to one who
had had some previous experience with the blindness of seeing.
One girl said that---she had just found out that the stars shine
even in winterj she had always imagined that they were visible
only in summer. As, among other things, I had suggested their
observing the heavens, several expressed their surprise and astonishment at the beauty of the starry sky, which they had never before suspected. It was the first time, too, that some of them had
noticed that the stars have an apparent motion in the heavens,
just as the sun anrl the moon have.
Others made discoveries as to the beauties and wonders of some
common weeds or insects. One made a study of human ears and
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wa s surprised to find that they differed so much in shape. Another
examined a coin and came to the conclusion that he had never befo re really seen it.
One of the girls told how almost every day she passed a long
G arfield Place, yet had never even noticed the statue there, unti l
o ne day a stranger who happened to be with her asked her the
name of the monument. Then for the first time in her life she
b eheld the statue of Garfield. One boy made a stud y of the
P robasco Fountain, of which he was sure that he could not have
given even the meagerest description beforehand. Several declar ed that during that week they had learned more b y the use of thei r
eyes than in months and years preceding, and many good resolutions were recorded.
Does not this experiment point clea rly to some seri ous deficie n ci es in our teaching, and to the simple remedi es which are wi thin
the reach of every teacher in every school?

NO TES:-SCIENTI FIC A iVD 0 THER J;VISE..

.,

BITS OF NE\VS.

\

An E nglish teacher, Miss A. C. Graham, has taken a prize·
offered by the Uniz,ersity Correspondent for the best collection of
pupils blunders. She vouches for them all as literal copies of the
originals, and explains that she was led to set about their collection by reading one day the surprising statement that "llaied and
Odessae translated Euripides." \Ve give a few of the choicest
gems of her collection, in some of which the qutcropping of the
English idea that all history converges on the British Isles is almost startling.
Esau was a man who wrote fables and who sold the copyright
to a publisher for a bottle of potash.
The Jews believed in the synagogue and had their Sunday on a
aturday, but the amaritans believed in the Church of En gl and
and worshiped in groves of oak, therefore the Jews had no dealing ~.
with the amaritans.

THE STUDENT.
Titus ¥vas a Roman Emperor- supposed to have written the
E pistile to the Hebrews-his other name was Oates.
Oliver Cromwell was a man who was put into prison for his interference in Ireland. When he was in prison he wrote ' ' The
P ilgrim's progress" and married a lady called Mrs. O'Shea.
·w olsey w.as a famous general who fought in the Crimean War,
.and who, after ~eing decapitated several times said to Cromwell:
"Ah, if I had only served you as you have served me, I would not
have been deserted in my old 'age."
Perkin Warbeck raised a rebellion iu the reign of Henry VIII.
He said he was the son of a prince, but he was really the son of respectable people.
The heart is a comical shaped bag. The heart is divided into
several parts by a fleshy petition. These parts are called right
.artilleify, left artillery, and so forth. The function of the ·heart is
between the lungs. The work of the heart is to repair the different
organs in about half a minute.
Explain the words fort and fortress: A fort is a place to put
man in, and a fortress is a place to put women in.
Hydrostatics is when a mad dog bites you. It is called hydro phobia when a dog is mad, and hydrostatics when a man catches it.
Youths' Companion.
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SYNTAX BY EXPERIMENT.
Little Jane had been repeatedly reproved for doing violence to
t he moods and tenses of the verb "to be." She would say "I be,"
instead. of "I am," and for a time it seemed as if no one could prevent i.t.
Finally Aunt Kate made a rule not to answer an incorrect question , but wait until it was corrected. One day the two were together, Aunt Kate busy with embroidery, and little Jane over her
do lls. Presently doll society became somewhat tedious, and the
child.'s attention was attract ed to the embroidery frame.
"Aunt Kate, " said she, "please tell me what that is going to be?"
B ut Aunt Kate was counting and did not answer. Fatal word , be !
It was her old enemy, and to it alone could the child ascribe th e
silence that followed. ''Aunt Kate," she persisted, with an honest
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attempt to correct the mistake, ''Please tell me what this is going
to am?" Aunt Kate sat silently counting, though her lip twitched
with amusement.
Jane sighed, but made another effort. "Will you please tell me
what that is going to are?" Aunt Kate counted on, perhaps by
this time actuated by a wicked desire to know what would come
next. The little girl gathered her energies for one last and great
effort, and said: "Aunt Kate, what am that going to are?- E x .
COMMON SCHOOL ETHICS.

• I.

The following principles among others are la}d down by :Mr.
J oseph ·w harton, o! Philadelphia, who founded and endowed th e
Wharton School of Finance and Economy in the University of
P ennsylvania, as fundamentals of the course of instruction fo r
youth intending to enter upon a business career anywhere or a t
a ny time
" The immorality and practical inexpediency of seeking to ac qui re wealth by winning it from another, rather than by earning it
t h rou gh some sort of service to one's fellowmen.
" The necessity of system and accuracy in accounts, of thorough ne ss in whatever is undertaken, and of strict fidelity in trusts.
"The necessity of rigorously punishing by legal penalties and by
social exclusion those persons who commit frauds, betray trusts,
or steal public funds, directly or indirectly. The fatal consequ ences to a community of any weak toleration of such offence
mu st be most distinctly pointed out and enforced."
\Vhilst waiting for the outcome of uneasy discussions in some
quarters of the question of religion in the common schools, we
have in the a~>Ove paragraphs a code of the purest Chri stian Ethics,
to which no man, whatever his religious connections may be, can
j ustly make any objection. They go to the root and core of right
c onduct in all the avocations of life, professional as well as in dust r ~ al and commercial.
The intea-rity which they enj oin should
b e taught at the fireside and at every mother's knee, and if th us
imp re sed upon the infant mind , it would make itself felt with stern
in Aexibi lity in all the vicissitude of after years. The first and
t hirrl p ropositions are absolute in their soundness of principle, an d
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the second is an invaluable adjunct to both, for many defalcations
and failures are as much due to incapacity and neglect in keeping
accurate accounts as to any wicked intention in wrong doing.
The above propositions come like the sudden striking of a
crystal spring in the midst of turbid waters, and their application.
is much wider than the particular school upon which they have
been enjoined.--Penn. School Journal.

THE MODERN HERCULES.
Ar.cording to a writer in the Theatre, the poor men have their
hands full in trying to manage a woman of to-day. She is very
different from the woman of yesterday. To-day she is aggressive,
self-reliant, self-assertive, snapping her fingers at conventio~alities.
In spite of St. Paul's prohibition she speaks in public her ideas on
everything. Her gowns are gored at the hips to show her figure,
she cuts her dresses with a deep V; comes alone; goes alone; and
carries a ticket for Sioux Falls in her pocket! The woman of today does not care for the man of brains, but she does insist upon a
man of figure, style, carriage, and above all, gooJ legs, for polo and
athletics. The girl of to-day does not say limbs, but plain legs.
A careful mother assured me that soon after the Yale-Princeton
football match her parlors were over-run by young men of extraordinary type, looking like prize-fighters in dress coats, short
thick necks, and great broad shoulders. One, a young Hercules,
attracted her attention.
He was rude and almost boisterous.
"Good gracious, girls," exclaimed the mother in horror, "who is
that vulgarian?" "Why, mamma, what a speech. That is Jack
Higgary, the foot-ball slugge r, a perfect classic; look at his leg ,
mamma!''

THE

SIS~Y

MAN.

-·
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As a contrast to the masculine girl and her swagger, it might be
pertinent to present the sissy man and his affectations. You see
this rare exotic in full bloom at those essentially feminine ceremonies known as five-o'clock teas, where nothing, sweetened and
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tied up with a bow, furnishes the repast, where soft 1ight filters
through rose-hued shades over fair faces, and <estheticism revels in
daintiness galore. The .sissy man has his prototype in Paris and
London, and one of his chief characteristics is his devotion to the
married woman, particularly if she has a monster of a husband
that can't understand Browning and had rather shovel coal than
read Rossetti. The sissy makes it a point to calmly ~gnore the
husband, who would kick him out for his impertinence only that he
knows what a harmless little lamb he is and thinks it would be
needlessly cruel. He knows more about the code of candy-giving
and the etiquette of flowers than he does about the Constitution of
the United States.-New York Sun.

WHAT IS FASHION?

I • -
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Fashion may be described as the element of uncertainty run
wild, and it is in this light we must view it when considering its
effect upon production. Fashion's progress is marked by sudden
transfers of prosperity from one class or locality, and the questio n
is. Are such transfers advantageous to the country at large?
There are plenty of people who will answer with an unhesitating
"yes." They will say that if such transfers come with sufficient
frequency, they tend to diffuse periods of exceptional prosperity
over widely separated portions of the industrial field, so that in the
course of every few years each group of workers engaged in the
production of things which fashion affects will in turn have enjoyed
some of this prosperity. In this way industries will be given an
opportunity of expanding to the point where they can avail themselves to the utmost of improved machinery, increased division of
labor, and all that economy of manufacture consequent upon some
utilization of waste not till then profitable. Then, when the wave
of fashion recedes, the industry can devote itself to staple production; or will have secured a hold upon foreign markets; while, of
those who have been benefited by the times of exceptionally active
trade, many will manage to permanently retain the benefit by the
judicious use they have made of higher wages and profits. In this
manner most men will get that opportunity which is supposed to
come to every one once in his life. But there is a reverse side to
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the scene in the fact that every increase of prosperity secuwd to a
£lass or locality by change of fashion involves a correspcnding
loss to some other class or locality. The hard timP.s induc{:d by
aning fashion may deprive people not only of all the advantages
hey have gleaned from the exceptionally good times, but of all
hose also which steady trade had previously bestowed upon them.
ow, as far as the working classes are concerned, it may be taken
as an axiom that to descend in the scale of comfort does infinitely
ore harm than to ascend does good, and that the intensity of the
struggle to secure work when work is scarce carries wages far
lower down than the keenness of competition to obtain hands when
ands are few carries wages up.-Nineteentlt CenlttJ)'.

THE DINNER HOUR.

It is inter~sting to note that the dinner hour has gradually pro. 'fessed from the forenoon until evening, just as the matinee has
een transfe:rr:rre<d. from the morning performance that its name signifies to the afternoon. The word dinner is believed by many
persons to be <li eorruption of dix luures, or ten o'clock, the hour
a which the Nonn.an conquerors of England ate their principal
eal. During the reigns of Francis and Louis XII. of France,
fashionable people dined at Io.3o, and supped at the latest at six
o~clock in the evening.
Four hundred years ago a household of
]mportance in England arose at six o'clock, breakfasted at seven,
·ned at ten, ate supper at four, and shut the gates at nine P. i\1.
uis XIV. did not dime till twelve, while his contemporaries,
Cromwell and Charles II., took the meal at one. In I 700 the
our was advanced to two, and in IJ 5 I the Duchess of Somerset's
dinner-time was three. In 1:86o Cowper speaks of four o'clock as
the t}len fashionable time. But these cus~o . ns are comparatively
odern. The Romans, at the time of Cicero, took breakfast from
hree to four in the morning,. a luncheon at twelve or one, and
about three o'clock the principal meal of the day. This meal,
however, was often prolonged far into the nigh~, as the diners re·d ined upon couches, and were entertained and amused by the
ovelty of the dishes. . N.~\·er before or since ha > so much money
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been spent on eating as by the Romans. Dinner began with eggs,
and ended with fruit, and large quantities of wine were drunk.
The courses between ''the egg and .the apple," as Horace phrases
it, were varied according to the wealth of the host and the skill of
the cook.- H arper's Young People.

FRIDAY AFTERNOOi'l E.)(ERCISES.

Susanna Snook's Sorrows.

·.

Susanna Snooks sings sad, sweet songs,
she sees soft summer skies:
Strange sunset shades sift silently-she
somewhat sadly sighs;
Soliloquizingly she strays, sweet songsters shyly sing,
She ees slim spruce's slanting shades
surround some sparkling spring.
Still southward silently she strays.
She spies shy Simon Slade.
"Stop, 2imon!" says Susanna Snooks.
'till sifts sweet sunset's shade.
Sly Simon six snug satisfying squeezes
slyly stole;
Susanna snickered. Simon stayed. Sick,
silly, spoony soul.
'usan na's sire saw some shy suspicious
stranger stray,
Saw Susan say, "Stop, Simon Slade!"
Saw simple Simon stay,
Stern sire sought some solid stickse renely, slyly slipped .
Susannah saw. She shrilly shrieked,
' ·Skip, 'i mon!" Simon skipped.
-Selected.

The Cake That Kate Baked.
This is the cake that Kate baked.
The e are the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.

This is the boy
That ate the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.
These are the ills
That worried the boy
That ate the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.
These are the pills
That cured the ills.
That worried the boy
That ate the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.
This is Katie, pretty and sweet,
Who gave the pills
That cured the ills
That worried the boy
That ate the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.
This is the doctor, so grave and neat,
That proposed to Kati .::, pretty and sweet,
Wh o gave tht: pills
That cured ~he ills
That worried th e boy
That ate the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.
This is the parson who thought it a treat
To marry the doctor, o grave and neat,
Who proposed to Katie, pretty and sweet,
Who ga,·e the pill
That cured the ills
That worried the boy

1
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That ate the plums
That lay in the cake that Kate baked.
-London Tit-Bits.

She Could And She Couldn't.
She could sing and she could play,
She could dance from night ~ill day,
She could while the hours away,
So 'tis said;
She could skate and she could paint,
__.-S he could play the patron saint,
But she couldn't and she wouldn't
Make a bed.
She could walk eight miles a day
And play tennis charmingly,
Flirting in a saucy way,
Little scamp!
She could drive and play base-ball,
She could make a s.ylish call,
But she couldn't and she wouldn't
Clean a lamp.
She could swim and she could row,
She·could always have a beau,
And I am sure that we all know
She was shy.
She could laugh and she could prance
She could play a game of chance,
But she couldn't and she wouldn't
Make a pie.

She entrapped and she captured
A rich man!
--Bar Harbor Bazoo.

The Indians' Appeal.
You have taken our rivers and fountains
And the plains where we love to
roamBanish us not to the mountains
And the lonely wastes for home~
No! let us dwell among you;
Cheer us with hope again;
For the life of our fathers has vanished
And we long by your side to be men.
Our clans that were strongest and bravest
Are broken and powerless through
you;
Let ns join the great tribe of the white
men,
As brothers to dare and to do~
We will fight to the death in your
armies;
As scouts we will distance the deer;
Trust us, and witness how loyal
Are the ranks that are strangers to
fear!

She could etch and write a book,
She could vanquish with a look,
She could win by hook or crook,
I confess;
She could scold and she could flout,
She could cry and she could pou t,
But she couldn't and she wouldn't
Make a dress.

And the still ways of peace we would
followSow the seeds and the sheaves gather
in;
Share your labor, your learning, your
worship,
A life larger, better, to win.
Then, foemen no longer, nor aliens,
But brothers indeed we will be,
And the sun find no citizens truer
As h e rolls to the uttermost sea.

She could talk of church affairs,
But knew naught of household cares;
But I'm sure that none compares
With sweet an;
Even if she couldn't bake
Bread and pies and angel cake,

You have taken our rivers and fountains
And the plains where we loved to
r.)amBanish us not to the mountains
And the lonely wastes for home~
No! let us dwell among you;
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Cb.eer us with hope again;
For the life of our fathers has Yanished,
And we long by your side to be men.
- Edna D ean Proctor in Indian
Advocate.

The m oral? Well, if you can find it!
'Write it out- for I shan't mind it!
Christiau Union.

In Distress.
Temple of Fame.

..
\

T hree riders set out for the Temple of
Fame,
Each booted and spurred and equipped
the same.
The first rode forth at a rattling pace,
Like a jockey who wins an exciting race.
The second starts out with caution, slow,
That, when need was, he might faster
go .
The third rode steadily, quietly on,
And which do you think will the winner be;
The hare, the tortoise-or number three?
The first one soon broke down, of
course,
He saved his saddle, but lost his horse!
The second met the regular fateDallied too long, and was just too late!
The third I grieve, and regret to say,
Did not get there-for he lost his way.
He thought too much of his regular trot,
To look at sign boards he quite forgot.

..

See how strangely things befall!
Another-not thinking of Fame at allWho was on his way to the bread-fruit
tree,
To provide for a wife and children
three,
Went straightway into the Temple of
Fame,
.And innocently asked its name!
They aniwered him. With a quizzical
face,
He remarked, "It's a most uncomfortable place!"
Then he went to the bread-fruit tree,
And hon:e to his wife and children three.

What a dreadful thing it is
Just to be a boy,
With two hands and feet that rob
Life of all its joy.
When the room is full of folks
Sitting in a row,
• Seems to me of hands and feet
I've a score or so.
Then there always is a stool,
Or a rocking-chair,
Bumping up against my feet,
Till I'm in despair.
And on every side are ranged
Knick-knacks fair to see,
That go crashing on the floor
At a touch from me.
So, I think my hands I'll keep'
In my pockets tight,
But on every side I hear,
"That is not polite."
0, I often wish I had
Pockets for my feet;
I would hide them, too, though all
, Should that cry repeat.
Only he who's been ~ boy
Can my trials know,
All the blushes and the chills,
All the silent woe.
All the inward wrath my tongue
Never can repeat,
Just because I am a boy
With two hands and feet.
-Clara 7-

The Boys " ' e Need.
Here's to the boy who's not afraid
To do his share of work;
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Who never is by toil dismayed,
And never tries to shirk.
The boy whose heart is brave to meet
All lions in the way;
Who's not discouraged by defeat
But tries another day.
The boy who always means to do
The very best he can;
Who always keeps the right in view,
And aims to be a man.
Such boys as these will grow to be
The men whose hands will guide
The future of our land; and we
Shall speak their names with pride.

Till a grimy old oysterman brought
them to land,
And set them down safe in a row on the
sand;
But the gold-headed rod, and the pink
china dish,
And the big willow basket were left for
the fish.-Emiry Huntington llfiller, in Our Ll'ttle Ones.

''Long Ago."

Three Fishers.

Grandma told me all about it;
Told me so I couldn't doubt it,
How she danced~my grandma dancedLong ago.
How she held her pretty head,
How her dainty skirts she spread,
How she turned her little toes
Smiling little human rose!
Long ago.

Three little fishermen, down hy the bay,
Went on a voyqge one sunshiny day;
Dick had the bait in a pink china dish,
Ted had a basket, to bring home the
fish,
.And Tommy, the captain, went marching along
With a gold-headed rod on his shoulder
so strong.

Grandma's hair was bright and sunny,
Dimpled cheeks, too-ah, how funny!
Really, quite a pretty girl,
Long ago.
Bless her! Why, she wears a cap,
Grandma does, and takes a nap
Every single day; al)d yet
Grandma danced a minuet,
Long ago.

Three little fishermen, out on the bay,
Laughing and shouting went sailing
away,
Sailing away with the wind and the tide,
And the ltttle waves danced as they ran
by the side;
But the worms wriggled out of the pink
china dish,
And the gold-headed rod only frightened the fish.

Now she sits there rocking, rocking,
Always knitting grandpa's stocking
(Every girl was taught to knit
Long ago);
Yet her figure is so neat,
I can almost see her now
Bending to her partner's bow
Long ago.

All honor to the boy who is
A man at heart, I say;
Whose legend on his shield is this.
"Right always wins the day."

Three little fishermen, out on the bay,
Weeping and wailing, went drifting
away,

" ,.

Grandma says our modern jumping,
Hopping, rushing, whirling, bumping,
Would have shocked the gentlefolk
Long ago.
No-they moved with stately grace,

}
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Every thing in proper place;
Gliding slowly forward, then
Slowly curtesying back again,
Long ago.
Modern ways are quite alarming,
Grandma says; but boys were charmingGirls and boys, I mean, of courseLong ago.
Bravely modest, grandly shyWhat if all of us should try
Just to feel like those who met
In their graceful minuet,
Long ago?

Conquer Yourself.

\

\

I'

It's no use to grumble and sigh,
It's no use to worry and fret,
It is useless to groan or to cry,
Or fling yourself down in a pet.
You'll never be wise or be great,
If you bluster like bees when they
swarm;
'Tis f~ lly your woes to be}·ate,
And pitch like a ship in a storm.
Don't get in a tantrum and shout
When obstacles rise in your path,
And d on't-let Ill!"! beg of you-pout,
By way of displ aying your wrath.
D on't butt out your brains just to spite
Sorne fa ncied injustice of Fate,
For time will set everything right,
If you o nly h ave patien ce to wait.

The blustering wind cannot chill
The lake, though he ruffles its face.
But the frost, with its presence so still9
Locks it fast in a silent emb race.
So you may win fame beyond pric~
And conquer the world with its pelf,
If you will only heed this adYice,
And first learn to conquer yourself.
-Colden' D ays.

If I Were You. ·
What would 'I do if I were you?
First thing I'd make a rule
To put my hat and books in place
When I come h ome from sc hooL
What would I do if I were you?
I wouldn't pout and cry
Because I couldn't have my way
About a piece of pie.
What would I do if I were you?
I'd speak a pleasant word
T o this an.d that one in the house,
And not be sour as curd.
And when 'a body asked my help
I ' d try to d o a favor,
So that it should not always have
A disobliging flavor.
If I wer e you my little fr iend.
. I ' d try to be so good
That my exam ple all aroun rl
Might foll ow, if th e y wou:cl.
•
- Se!ecter.L

DEBA T.!NG DEPAJ( Tl/1/EJVT.

SH OU LD biMI G RATIO~ TO THE UNIT E D S T AT E S RE R EST Rl CTED ?

The recent cholera epidemic and the danger threatening this
country on acc ount of immigrants c oming from infected p orts has
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had the effect of bringing the subject of immigration prominently
before the people.
Three policies may be adopted in reference to immigration, viz:
a poli cy of non-restriction, a policy of re striction, and a policy of
entire prohibition.
Ever since the discovery of this continent it has been regarded
as a place where the over-crowded population of Europe could find
an asylum; and the United States especially, on account of the
extraordinary fertility of its soil, its vast extent of unoccupied
territory, the freedom of its institutions, and its unexampled prosperity, has always been regarded as the fit refuge for the persecuted and oppressed of all nations. 'Ve point with pride to that
sturdy band of immigrants who crossed the sea in the Mayflower,
and struggling with the elements and the foes of the forest, laid the
foundation of that rugged New England manhood which has been
the pride of the nation. The English in Virginia, the Huguenots
of the South, the Quakers of Pennsylvania, the French of Acadia
might be pointed to with equal pride. Controlled by this sentiment the founders of the government adopted a policy of nonrestnctwn. Immigration was not only free to all nationalities, but
it was even encouraged. This liberal policy of our forefathers
was fully justified by its results. Side by side with the natives these
foreigners pushed farther and farther to the west the limits of
civilization. Before their vigorous advance the wild inhabitants
of the forest receded, and the wilderness itself was turned into a
blooming garden. They dug canals, constructed railroads, worked in the factory, and went down into the earth and brought up its
hidden treasure. Shall a policy that has done so much for the
development of this country be discontinued? Shall the spirit of
universal brotherhood which prompted this policy give way to one
of univers<\1 selfishness? Nearly all the conditions which existed at
the foundation of the government exist to-day though in a less degree. On the whole,our industries are in a state of infancy. The
average population of the United States is only I7 per !5quare mile,
while a square mile of land is capable of supporting several tundred persons. The records of the Land Office show that ttere are
still about 6oo,ooo,ooo acres of vacant public land subject to entry.
1'housands of our fellow men in the Old World oppressed by un-
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just political and social condition look to America as the land of
their deliverance.
\Vhat, then, are the reasons for the Government's change of
policy on these subjects? These reasons may be summari zed as
follows: "'Within the last few years the character of immigrants to
this country has greatly changed. There has been a decrease in
the number of desirable immigrants and a great increase in th e
number of the undesirable. Instead of the German, the Englishman, the Frenchman, the Swede, and the Norwegian we are getting
the Chinaman, the Italian, the Russian Jew, and the Pole. These
immigrants have just money enough to take them to Castle Garden,
and are dumped out, an ignorant and helpless mass, expected to
take care of themselves and develop into American citizens. They
must find work or starve. Accordingly, they offer their servicf>s
for any sum that the greedy capitalist may be willing to pay.
The result is the forcing down of the wages to a point where respectable American workmen cannot live. But even then they can
not all find employment and the result is a vast army of beggars
and tramps that must be supported at public expense. Again, th e
easy conditions on which foreigners are granted the right to vo te
adds another danger to unrestricted immigration. Too ignorant
to understand the use of the voting power, they sell their suffrage
to any one who can give them a temporary relief from their miserable condition. So numerous have they become in the large cities
as to practically control legislation. Less than twenty per cent of
the inhabitants of New York City are of native parentage, whi le
ninety-one per cent of the people of Chicago are either fore ign ers
or the sons of foreigners.
The laws on the subject of immigration which have thus far been
enacted, exclusive of the Chinese Act, may b e summari zed as
follows:
The law of r88z placed a tax of fifty cents upon each immigran t,
and excluded all convicts, lunatics, idiots, and p ersons incapable
of self support.
This law having been found insufficient to p rotect Am e rican
laborers from competition with the pauper labor of E urope, in
r885 Congress enacted the Alien Contract Law which prohibited
the making of contracts with forei gners b efo re they lan ded in the
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United States.. These laws, however, were practically dead letters
on the statute books.
In r89r Congress passed another law the main features of which
are as follows:
The exclusion of "All idiots, insane persons, paupers, or persons likely to become a public charge; persons suffering from a
loathsome or a dangerous contagious disease, persons who have
been convicted of felony or other infamous crime or misdemeanor
involving moral turpitude, polygamists, and also any person whose
ticket or passage is paid for with money of another, or who was
assisted by others to come, unless it is affirmatively and satisfactorily shown on special inquiry that such person does not belong to
one of the foregoing excluded classes, or to the class of contract
laborers excluded by the Act of February 26, r885; but this shall
not be held to exclude persons living in the United States from
sending for a relative or friend who is not of the excluded classes."
Immigrants induced to come by advertisements in foreign countries
are declared excluded under the Alien Contract Law. An alien
becoming a public charge may be returned in one year. Steamships and transportation companies, or owners of vessels, are prohibited from directly, or through agents, either. by printing or oral
representations, soliciting immigrants or aliens into the United
States. The expense of the return of immigrants of the excluded
class is to be borne by the owners of the vessels in which they
came.
These laws are not considered sufficiently stringent a·n d there is
at present a very wide demand for more effective laws.
See
Appleton's Am. Cyclopedia, Vol. 6 p. 57 I.
Lalon's Cyclopedia of Political Science, Vol 2 p. 85.
Problems of American Civilization, p. r.
Thompson's Workman, Chap. I o.
Forum, Vol. 3 p. 532; Feb.' 1893.
North American Review, Feb. I893·
Public Opinion, March 1893. ,
R. M. Smith's Emigration and Immigration.
North Am. Review, Vol. 82 p. I34; Vol. 134 p. 347 ; Vol.
I52 p. 27.
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I s THE Co-EDUCATION OF THE EXE S IN HI GHER
INSTITUTIONS DE SIRABLE?

~-.

'.

In discussing this question we have to take in to account the
co mparative physical and mental capacity of the two sexes, and
also the influence they are likely to have on each in such close relationship. In other words, we have to consider the physical,
m ental, and moral aspects of the question.
The physical side of the question is one of physiology and must
be decided entirely from that standpoint.
Secondly. Is woman's mental constitution so different from that
of man as to require a separate school and a separate course of
study? That there is a difference cannot be denied j but there is
also a difference between the minds of different men. Yet we do
n ot establish separate schools for the different grades of intellects
among men. Is this intellectual difference a fundamental one or
has it been brought about by the differing circumstances in which
men and women have been placed.
If originally they were alike, why did they not m..aintain their
e q uality? Again, how can woman become the companion of man
without sharing his studies?
As to the moral influence: it is admitted by all that proper interc ourse between the sexes is beneficial. But-the conditions of the
h ome are not the same as the conditions of the school. It is n ot
p ossible to place the same safeguards about th e young lad y a t
school as at home.
The co-education of the sexes is an important question, and is
receiving much attention in ed ucational circl es. 'Vomen will n ot
be kep t in the back ground. They demand hi gher ed ucatio n a nd
must have the doors of all colleges thrown open to them or instit•1tions ot their own of a h igh er character.
See
Fe male Brains and Girls' School s, STUDENT, May 1893.
Bryce's American Commo nwealth, Vol. z p. 587-590.
Sex in Edu cation, b) D r . Cla rk e.
Pro ceedi ngs of ITat. Eel. Asso ci ation, 1874, p . II8.
Rep. o f Co mmis io ner of Edu cation, 1874-, 1877, 1878,
1879, 1881, 188 3.
Edu catio n of Am . G irls, by M iss Brackett. ·
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No Sex in Education, by Mrs. Duffey.
An article on this subject will also appear in the July
STUDE T.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION.
Is Bismark a greater statesman than Gladstone?
Was the execution of John Brown justifiable?
Should the President of the United States be elected by a
popular vote?
Should there be any laws against committing suicide?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Please answer the following through
the columns of THE STUDENT: Name
rive leading Democratic Journals in the
U. S., also five leading Republican
J ournals, and the editors and publishers
of each.

Answer.- Democratic- ew
York Sun, Chas. A. Dana; New
York 'Vorld, Joseph Pulitzer _:
Louisville
Courier
Journal,
Henry ·waterson; Times-Democratic, New Orleans, published by a stock company; Chicago
Times, published by a stock
company.
Republican-New York Tribune,
Whitelaw Reid; Chicago Inter
Ocean, H. H. Kohlsaat, publisher; Chicago Tribune, published by the Tribune Co.;
Springfield Republican, Samuel
Bowles, editor and publisher;

Denver Republican,
by stock company.

published

.,.
What is amber and where is it foun d?

Answer.-Amber is the name
of a fossil gum. The gum is
found in the ground; and as it
seems to be a crystallized substance it is called a mineral. It
oozes out of pine and fir trees
and runs down to the roots and
becomes deposited in the ground.
It is found in large quantities
around the shores of the Black
Sea.
Is there a fee charged for ad mission
to the different buildings of the Worl d"s
Fair.

Answer.-No. Admission to
the grounds costs so cents.

.
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1: ha t is the only charge except

by the side-shows in a sort of ann ex known as the Midway Plaisanc E'. This is a wide parkway
extend ing westward from Jackso n Park, and it contains a trained an imal show, Chinese, Dahoman, Indian, Austrian, and
othe r villages, ·and many similar
exhi b itions, run by outsiders for
profit, under concessions from
t he World's Fair management.
T h ere is no fee to pay on entering any building of the orld's
Fai r proper.

'IV

What is the si ze of the li berty h ell ,
and of wh a t meta l is it made?

,.

Answer._:_It is about two and
.a half feet high and its rim diameter is a little more than that.
It is made of bell metal which is
.a com pound of copper and tin.
V\7 ho have been chief justices of the
U ni ted States, ann how long did ench
h old the office?

Answer.-The following are
their names with their terms of
office: John Jay, six years;
J o.hn Rutledge, less tha"ll a year;
Ol iver Ellsworth, five years·
J ohn Marshall, thirty-four years;
Roger B. Taney, twenty-eight
years; Salmon P. Chase, nine
yea rs; Morrison R. ·w aite, fourteen years; and Melville vV. Fuller, nearly five years ince his

·,

appointment in I888 . Cons iderable intervals foll o wed vaca ncies, in some instances.
'Who were the Pilgri ms, when a nd
where did they land in Ameri ca, and in
the reign of wh at king or queen?

Answer.-They were members
of an independent congregation
driven from England, mostly
from Norwich, to Holland l;>y
religious persecution. They remained in Leyden for several
years, and their first party sent
to America landed at Plymouth,
Mass., December 2 I,_ I 6zo, in
the reign of King James I.
Wh o were th e Purita ns, wh en a nd
where di d they land firs t, an d in the
reign of what kingorquee n?

Answer. -They
were
the
element, speaking of American
history exclusively, among the
colonists who came to this country from England as members
of the Church of England dissatisfied with its practices and
insisting upon simpler, purer
forms of worship and modes of
living. The Pilgrims who landed at Plymouth were Independents who had left the Church of
England, while the Puritans had
sought to change the church in
accordance with their own idea
instead of withdrawing from it
entirely: The P uritans first es-
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tablish ed a perman ent se ttlement a t Salem, in 1628, in the
reign of King Cha rles I.
\Vho persecuted the Quaker ,
Puritans CJr the Pilgrims?

the

Answer.-Th e Puritans. The
Pilgrims, properly speaking,
persecuted n ob ody.
Is it true th at in the English Parli ament the members sit with thei r hats on?

Answer. - Yes; during the
reign of K ing J ohn ( 1199) , the
king agreed to settle the di fficulty with France by single combat. John, the Earl of Ulster,
was the English cham pion; and
as soon as he appeared on the
field of combat, his adversary
fl ed, leaving him master of the
field. King John asked the earl
what his reward shoulq be. f!:e
replied, "titles and lands I want
not; of these I have enough, but
in remembrance of this day, I
beg the boon for myself and my
successors, to remain covered in
the presence of your Majesty
and all other sovereigns of this
realm." The request was granted; and this accounts for the
odd custom in Parliament of
members wearing their hats.
Why does the Lord High Chancellor
of England sit on a wool-sack?

Answer.- -During the reign of

Elizabeth an act of Pa rli ament
was passed fo rbi dding the exportation of wool.
s a memorial
of tha t event, and to impress
the peop le with th e importance
of it, sacks of wool were placed
in the house of Lord s, on which
the judges sat. The Lord H igh
Cha ncellor, who presides ove r
the Hou se of Lords, still sits on
a wool-sack o ver which is th rown
a red cloth, and is still said to be
" appointed to the wool-sack."
How are ae rolites, or meteoric stones,
accounted for?

An swer. -Meteoric stones, in
single masses and in sho wers,
have fallen from the atmo sp here
at various periods, in many
parts of the world. The largest
of these stones at present known
is in the . proy ince o.f Tucuman,
South America, and weighs
thirty thousand pounds.
Aerolites have been proven to
be atmospheric, both by eyewitnesses, by the similarity of
their composition in all cases,
and also by the fact, that, though
the materials mingled are well
known, they are never united in
the same manner as in the productions of our globe, and nothing like them has been ejected
from terrestrial volcanoes ; and ,
further, by the fact that their
situation is generally isolated,
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and on the surface of the ea rth.
There have been many theories
advanced as to their origin. L ap 1 ace traces them to volcanic ongm . The respect due
to his opinions no one will dispute; but Prof. Olmsted, the
American astronomer, has offered the most satisfactory explanation. He has shown that countless bodies of small dimensions
cluster together .in vast rings,
and revolve, as do the planets,
around the sun. These bodies
become visible when the orbit Jf
the earth approaches their orbits; and, when they come within the atmosphere of the earth,
they are ignited, and fall upon
the earth as meteoric stones.
I s there such a th ing a a r iver of ink
in t he world , and if so whe re is it?

Answer.-Yes ; there is a river
of ink in Algeria. It is formed
by the junction of two streams.
One of the streams comes from
soil that contains a great deal of
in.>n and the other comes from
a peat swamp. The water of
the first stream, of course, is
strongly impregnated with iron;
while that in the second is impregnated with gallic acid.
When the two streams meet, the
acid of the one combines with
the iron of the other and form s
a genuine ink.
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Please tell me wh at is meant by the
exp ression, "Lette rs four do form his
n ame , '' as found on page 2 of the
A utocrat of the Breakfas t T able .

Answer. - The ''letters four "
are F - 0-0- L.
[ Your othe r q uestion has bee n refe rr ed and will be answe red in a future
numbe r. -Eel.]

Who is Prin ce Kropotk in?

A nswer. - Prince Alexeievi tch
Kropotkin, a Russian revolu tionist, was born Dec. 9, 1842.
He entered the Russian arm y
and sp ent five years in Siberian
service. Accounts of his · geo graphical and geological obse rvations have been published by
the Russian Geographical Society. In r 87 2 he became acquainted with the International
\Vorking Men's As~ociation in
Swifzerland ·and joined the mo~t
advanced anarchist section of it.
He was arrested in Ru ssia in
1874, but escaped from prison
in 1876 and went to England.
He has been engaged in agitation against the Russian govern ment in France and England,
and has also written on prisons.
and on s<;ientific subjects. Th e
anarchist paper, La R ez10lte,
published in Paris, was founde d
by him.
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HiSTORY OF THE .MONTH
[April Ij, to 1\by 15.]

.rlpr. I6.- The Mayor of Brus;els w.1s
severely beaten by so:ialists.

Apr. I7 -The de:)ate on the second
reading of the Irish Home Rule Bill
wa;, resumed in the House of Commons .
.rlpr. I8.--The annual meeting of the
National Academy of Science beg~n in
\Vashington, D. C.-The town of Boles,
Ark., was almost destroyed by a cyclone
Apr. 19.-A cyclone struck Osage
City, Kan., destroyed a large number of
buildings, and caused the death of
several persons.-- The island of Zante
is being shaken by earthquake shocks.
.rlpr. 20.--A terrific storm raged over
the country east of the Ro;:ky mount·
ains.-Many of the exhibits at the
World's Fair were damaged .--Earth
quake? continue in the Island of Zante,

Apr. 24. --The naval squadron, in
Hampden RJads, sailed for New York.
-The Duke of Veragua and his party
were received by the President, at the
White House.-The Columbian guards,
at the World's Fair, went on a strike.
Apr. 25.-The Bering Sea Court adjourned for a week on account of the
illness of Lord Hannen.
Ap1'. 26 -The President has appoint·
ed the following Union Pacific R. R. directors: Henry F. Dimmick, of New
York, Don M. Dickinson, of Michigan,
J. W. Doane, of Illino:s, Fitzhugh Lee,
of Virginia, Joseph W. Paddock, of
Nebraska.-President Cleveland and his
Cab;net went to New York to attend
the Naval Review.-Okiahoma Territory was visited by a tornad o, doing great
damage . 62 persons were killed, and
many" injured.

Apr. 27.-The International Naval
.dpr. u .-The extradition treaty be ·
Review was held at New York. The
tween this country and Russia was apwar-ships were in two columns, on the
proved. Ratifications have been form ·
Hudson river, and stretched away for
ally exchanged between the two govern ·
three miles. President Cleveland rements. --Great damage by gales was
viewed the fleets from the deck of the
reported in many states - - The Irish
Dolphin.-The birthday of Gen. Grant
Home Rule Bill passed the second readwas celebrated in. many places.
ing by a vote, of 347 to 304; the debate ·
Apr. 28.-Presiden·: Cleveland startwas closed by Mr. Gladstone · and Mr.
ed for Chicago, to : t~ke part in the
Balfour.
Apr. 22.-The silver wedding of World's Fair exercises.
King Humbert and Queen Margard was
.dpr. 29.-A great tornado destroyed
celebrated at Rome.
the town of Cisco, Tex as, killing and
.dpr. 23.-- President · Cleveland de- injuring many people.
Apr. 30.-Six men were burned to
clared that he and his cabinet are all in
death at Burlington, Iowa.-The
afavor of gold payments for all paper.
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tiona! Bank of Anstralasia failed, with
liabilities of 7,soo,ooo pounds.

May I . - The World's Fatr was formally opened . After a parade in which
mnny distinguished guests took part,
prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Milburn,
a Columbian Ode was read, Director
Davis made a speech, the President
delivered a short address, and then
pressed- the button-The Mississippi
river is overflowing its ban~s, and causing great damage.--Twenty-two thousand coal miners, in Ohio, went on a
strike.
.'Jiay 2.-- The Mississippi river is still
rising, and much damage has been clone
by the floods, in several states.-President ·Cleveland arrived in \Vashington,
from Chicago.
hfay J.-The fl >Ods in the western
rivers continue to cause dam1.ge and
interruption to traffic.
llhy 4.--Secretary Carlisle issLte(!_ an
order suspending the arrest of Chinese,
under the exclusion act.

May 5.--Exciting :;;cenes occurred in
the New York Stock Exchange. Several
Wall Street men failed.-The President
has decided to postpone the re-assembling of the International Monetary Conference, until November .

seekers. -A great d emonstration in
favor of the eight hour law, was held in
Hyde Park, London.

May 8.-A destructive cyclone swept
Arkansas, in the neighborhood of Saratoga.-Carlyle W. Harris was executed
at Sing Sing prison, New York.--John
Ruskin has been tendered the honor of
Poet Laureate, of England.
May 9·- The President has appointed
James H. Blount, of Georgia, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, to the Hawaiian Islands, to succeed John L. Stevens, resigned .- - The
Chemical N a tiona! Bank of Chicago,
and its branch at Jackson Park, suspended .-The bank of Victoria, of Melbourne, Australia, suspended with liabilities of 2,400,000 pounds.
lJiay Io.-The National League of
Republican Clubs, and the National
]{epublican Committee, both held meetings in Louisville.-Queen Victoria
opened the British Imperial Institute in
London. This, it is said, is her last
public appearance.

May 6.-The World's Fair officials
announced that the Fair would be closed
on Sunday.-There were nearly 2$,000
paid admission to the Fair to-day.Much damage done by storms, in the
west.-The German Army Bill was rejected by a vote of 21 o to 162. The
Emperor immediately dissolved the
Reichstag. New elections will be held
on June 15th.

JJiay II.-W. W. Tracy, of Illinois,
was chosen president of the Republican
National League of Clubs, by the Louis ville convention. The convention adjourned after selecting Denver as the .
next place of meeting.-The Columbia
National Bank, of Chicago, and the
Capital National Bank, of Indianapolis,
suspended.-The Tew York Central's
new engine, No. 999, ran a mile in 32
seconds.-Mr. Carter, of Montana, wa
chosen chairman of the National Re
publican Committee.- The Earl of
Aberdeen has been appointed Governor
General, of Canada.

lJiay 7.-President Cleveland issued
a manifesto declaring that hereafter, the
\Vh!te House will be closed to office

lliny I 2 . - A large number of western
hanks closed their d oo rs as a r esult of
the failure of th e Columbia Nation al
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Bank, of Chicago.--The directors of the
World's Fair met to-day, and decided,
that the grounds should be opened every
Sunday.-The steamer Campania, of
the Cunard line, reached Queenstown,
having made the passage from New
York, in 5 days I7 hours and 27 minutes. This is the fastest time on record for the eastward passage.
.ftfny IJ.-Much criticism is being in·
dulged in concerning the action of the
local directory, to open the World's Fair
on Sunday.

May I4.--Ten miners were killed by

falling down a shaft, in the Calumet
and Hecla mine, in Michigan.

May I5.-- The Supreme Court of the
United States, declared the Geary
Chinese Exclusion Act constitutionaLGeorge Kennan submitted to President
Cleveland complaints of Russians and
Poles, in various parts of Europe,
against the ratification of the Russian
treaty.-The Women's Congress was
opened at the World's Fair.-The
White Star Steamship Co. has ordered
the construction of a steamship to be
8oo feet in length.
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DEPARTMENT OF ARITHMETIC.
Edited by

J. B. F. SHOWALTER.

PROBLEMS.

9.

A man has two silver cups and
only one cover. First cup weighs I2
oz.; if covered, it will weigh twice as
much as se~ond cup; but if second cup
be covered, it will weigh 3Yz times n.s
much as the first cup: required the weight
of the second cup, and also that of the
cover.
L. H.

10. A board is 2ft. wide at one end
and I ft. at the other, and is 20ft. long:
how far from either end must it be cut
across in order that each part may contain half the area?
J. P. l\1.
11 If 3 acres of grass keep I 3 oxen
9 wks. and 4 acres keep 20 oxen 6 wks.;
for how many weeks can 36 oxen graze
on 6 acres, grass growing uniformly?

Id.

12. A New York merchant, having
£:150 to pay in London, bought a draft
for that amount with gold @ I I4, ex·
change standing at $4.85. He might

instead have remitted s-zo's, then selling @I IgYz in N. Y., and worth 107:U
in London; what would he have gained
or lost by the latter?
W. N.
13. A. B. & C. start from the same
point at the same time, and travel in
the same direction, around an island 20
mi. in circumference. A. goes 3 mi. an
hr., B. 7, and C. I I : in what time will
they first be together?
I d.
SOLUTIONS.
No. I.
I. No. of acres in field=rh· of the
square of No. of rds. in one side.
2. I I ft.= I board length.

3·

I

"=ir

4· I6Yz ft.= 521 Xlr board length or
j board lengths.
~- . ·. No. board lengths in one side=
i No. of rds. in I side.
6. and No. of boards in one side=
1l or 6 times No. of rds. in I side.
7· . ·.No. of boards around field=<\.

..
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X6 or 24 times No. of rds. in r side.
8 . . ·. rh of the ~quare of the No. of
rds. in one side=24 times the No. of
rods in r side, or
9· No. of rds. in I side= r6oX 24 or
3840.
ro. No. of rds. around field=4 X
3840 or 15360.
I 1. No. of board lengths aroun.d field
=~· X 1536o or 23040.
12. No. of boards around field=4X
23040 or 92160.
13 .. ·. the field contains gzr6o acres.
Ed.
:Ko. 2.
r. He saves his first money the zrst
year, and his last the 41st year; he will,
therefore, save 20 annual sums.
2. Regard his saving as the interest
on some sum of money @ 6 % , and consider, first, this interest to be just $ I
per year.
3· Initial value of $I per yr. @ 6 %
=$.()1~ or $r6 YJ .
4· Compound interest of $r6YJ for 20
yrs. @ 6%=2.207I355 X $r6YJ, or
$36 .78559, final value of an annuity of
$r a yr. for 20 yrs.
5· $25CX)()= final value of the required annuity for 20 yrs.
6. $25CX)()-;-36. 78559=$679 62, amt.
to be saved annually.
Ed.
No. 3 .
r. First debt runs f10m Aug. II to
Sep. 1=21 da.
2. Second debt runs 6o da. after
Sept. I =6o da.
3· Since the second debt runs H as
long, it must be H as large as the rst.
4· Hence both= H + H or H of fir t
debt.
5· . ·. H of rst=$roo.
6. and -r;11r of Ist=$Vr0
7. " !~" "=6oX$ 1 \ 0 or 74.0740.
8. " ·H " " = .ttXS•oo "25·9259.
what he must pay Aug. I I
Ed.

No.4.
1. $6=cost of grindstone.
2. A pays $3, h t n ee he is entitled to
use ~ or ~ of s.
3· B pays $2, hence he is entitled to
use i or YJ of s.
4· C pays $1, hence he is entitled to
use i of s.
5· 3ft. =-diameter of stone.
6. . ·. 3 2 X. 78 54= 7. o686, area of s.
7· B takes the center, and gets YJ of
7 .0686=2.3562, area of B's portion.
8. Diameter of B's= yz .35 6z--;-. 78 54
=I.732 + ft.
9· C takes the portion next B' s and
get ~ of 7 ·o6S6 sq. ft. = I. 178 I sq. ft.
10. Area of B's and C's=2.3562+
1.178r or 3·5343 sq. ft.
I 1. Diameter
of B's and C's=
-.13·5343-+·7854=2. 1213.
12 . . ·. Diameter of C's=2. 1213-1.732 ft. or .3893 ft.
13. A's portion is what is left on the
outside, which is Yz the whole area, the
diameter of which is 3 ft.-2. 1213 or
.8787 ft.
. ·. the portion of the diameter ground
off by each is as follows: A's, .8787 ft.,
B's, 1.732 ft., and C's, .3893 ft.
LLOYD HOSHAW

[CoRRECTION:-The editor of this
department takes pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of the correct solution
of the third question in arithmetic 'in
the May number of THE STUDENT.
The solution was corrected and sent
in by Mr. Frank A. Burgess, and is as
follows:
r. To get a board I in. thick will re·
quire 9 in. for as many boards as sawed,
less I, the last cut of the saw making 2
boards. - This was overlooked in the
May number.
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2. 10 in. - 1 in. (for the extra board)
:=9in.
3- . ·.there will be left 9--7- 9 or 8 cuts
1he saw, i .e. 8 boards, and adding the
cu.ha board we obtained in the zd step
e ba11·e 9 boards.
4· 1 board=I6 X h
ft. of board
measure.
5· 9 boards=9X I6 X H ft. board
easure, or 2 16 ft. board measure].

:rile Analytical Solution in Percentage Continued.
ln last month's issue of THE STUDENT
e spoke of the equation being indisensable in arithmetical reasoning.
his IS true not only of arithmetical
reasoning but of any other reasoning as
wen.
Some authors in defining the equaion limit it to algebraic reasoning,
~ince, they say, "it is the expression of
equality between two algebraic quanti"es." But the sign of equality (= )
when placed between two quantities intlicates that those two quantities are
equal to one another, and whether the
quantities be algebraical or arithmetical,
lhis will not alter the relation existing
lletween them; and, since two quanti"es thus connected form the equation,
'Qherefore, the equation legally, and
properly, belongs to arithmetic.
But, while the equation is indispens
able, it is not the only instrument nee ·
essaTy for the analytical solution of
~roblems in arithmetic.
Substitution
and transposition belong to the same
ind of reasoning, and accompany the
quation as its necessary auxiliaries.
Nithout these two accompanying proICes es the equation would be incomplete,
:and would many times fail to accomplish
the very purpose for which it was
ereated.
l am aware that both of these processes are usually thought to belong properly to algebraical and geometrical reason"ing only; but this is not the case. By
:a careful examination of the different
~uthors on this subject, you will find
l1at all, without exception, have probtem , the solutions of which require the

process of substitution; and many have
given th ose wh ose solu(ions require
tnmsposition. \Ve, therefore, have a
tacit acknowledgment, at least-and
that a unanimous one-of the necessity
of the first process, that of substitution.
Let us illustrate this process by a very
simple problem: If John has two times
as many marbles as James, and both
together have thirty, how many has
each?
From the conditions of the problem it
is readily seen that we may say John's
marbles or two times James', as suits
our purpose best, since each is equal to
the other. Hence, in the solution we
would say, since John and James together have thirty marbles, and since John
has two times as many as James, therefore John and James together have two
times James' and one time Jame5', or
three times James'
Therefore, three
times James' equal thirty, one time
James' equal 31 of thirty, or 10, James'
marbles; two times James' equal 20,
John's marbles.
Hundreds of problems might be cited,
but let this one suffice, as it illuc;trates
the point.
Let us defer the second proce>=s for
the present, in order to examine the
most powerful and useful of all the
equation's auxiliaries. The ship without
sail or rudder would not more sure! y
defeat the pilut in his course than
would the equation perplex and disgust
the reasoner, if shorn of its axioms.
There are truths the mere statement
of which makes them apparent; they
need no proof, nor do they require
argument: these are called axioms.
Some are special, some are general.
Some belong to algebra only, others are
confined to geometrical reasoning, while
others, still, are arithmetical. But there
are some that are general in their application, and hence belong, and properly
so, to all of these branches; and no one
branch has a claim superior to that of
the other upon these general axioms.
If equals be added to equals, the >=ums
will be equal, or the quotients of equals
by equals are equal, or halves of equals
are equal, or two times equals are equal,
or if equals be taken from equal , their
remainders are equal, etc., are general
axi o ms, and must accomn:my the equa-
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tiona! form of thought, lest !he equation
fail in its own purpose.
Lastly, Transp·->Sition. The word itself means to place acrol-s.
In mathematical reasoning it means
the changing of any quantity from
either member of the equation to the
other.
It is not my purpo~e to produce an
argument to show that this process, too,
belongs to arithmetical reasoning. If I
have shown that the general axioms of
right, and necessity, belong there, then
this process needs no argument in its
favor, for I shall show that it is merely
a convenient way of stating one or the
other of two of the general axioms.
Also, it being admitted that these
general axioms belong to arithmetical
reasoning, I shall show that "Clearing
an equation of f r actions" is but a convenient way of stating one of the
general axioms, and hence must also be

...

~.

..'.

admitted as be longing to arithmetic .
It is a mistaken idea that the diffet,
ence-or any part of the differencebetween arithmetic a nd algebra is that
in the one you use transpositi on, an<f
substitutiOn, and axioms, and the equa
tion, while in the other you just ge
along the best way you can witho ut an
of these processes.
If a process be found in a lgebra, theC'e
is no reason for accepting it as conch.~
sive evidence that it belongs there more
than elsewhere . If pains be taken t<t
investigate the matter, it may be foun ·
that the process as properly belongs to,
and may have originated in, some othec
branch.
Algebra is generalized arithmetic, and
the line of separation can not be drawtr.
with too much nicety or preci ion. Yo
can not say here arithmetic ends and.
here algebra begins.
(Continued in next issue )

THE E DITOR.
To one who attended the
World's Fair on the opening
day, three things forcibly p r esented themselves: the incompleteness of the exhibition, the
lack of sufficient food to feed the
people, and the determination
on the part of those who did
have food to extort all they
could for it. The people who
attended the Fair on the opening day had a right to expect
that at least they could procure
sufficient food. But food fit to
eat could not be had at any
price, and food unfit to eat was
dished out in a 'stand and deliver" manner that would have
been a credit to an Italian bandit.
irector
eneral Davis
contributed an article to the

North American Review on the
subject of "Charges at the
·world's Fair" in which he state
that the management of the Fair
had organized a "bureau of protection and comfort" for the
benefit of the people. 'Vhere
was that bureau on May I'!
Certainly no one of the thousand of people in attendance
would conclude from his experi
ence on that day that such a.
bureau was in existence. He
would be more apt to conclude
that several bureaus of discomfort and highway robbery had
been organized.

*

*

*

*

*

*'

But tho e who had been victimized were informed a fe\
days later that the management
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had "heard" that there was extortion
practiced
on
the
grounds, and were about to "investigate" the matter. vVhy it
should take this "bureau of comfort and protection" several days
to learn that extortion was practiced on the grounds is not easy
to understand. One would expect that such a bureau would
be organized to prevent extortion and not to investigate it
after it had been committed.
It will be small consolation to
visitors to know that the extortions to which they must submit
may be investigated several da.ys
after they have left the grounds.
Better lock the stable a little
sooner.

*

*

*

*

*

vancement that women have
made in recent years.
In this notable gathering of
women were teachers, preachers,
doctors, lawyers, lecturers, realestate dealers, authors, poets,
actresses, painters.- Indeed,
women seemed to have pushed
themselves into nearly every industry and profession.
Man
may well tremble. It is now to
be a question of the survival of
the fittest. In the future household woman will not necessarily
elect the kitchen as the place
ordained for· her by divine law.
It will depend on who is most
fit to go into the kitchen; and
the man who marries a genius
must wear the apron.

*

But the Fair is a magnificent
thing and every body will want
to visit it during the summer.
This can be done at reasonable
expense by the exercise of a
little care. Teachers will find it
much more economical to remain in smaller towns outside of
Chicago and ride into the city in
the morning on excursion trains
that will take them back again
at night. By taking lunch with
them they can avoid the extortion of the Chicago restaurants,
and a month can be spent visitjug the Fair in this manner at no
greater expense than a week in
~hicago would be.

The gathering of the prominent women of the world at the
Woman's Congre s in Chicago
on 1\lay I 6, bring forcibly to
the mind the extraordinary ad-

I
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The young teacher who is
doing faithful work in the country school is anxious to get into
the city. He looks upon the
city position as a much higher
place. The fact is that there is
no school where the work is
more .important and more honorable than the district school.
They are the s<;hools that.send
out the vigorous boys and girls
that make their mark in the
world. Herbert Spencer says
that the first element of succe s
for a man i to be a good animal. The country student does
not have the vitality ground out
of him by a complex school
machinery. His excess of animalism makes him sometime
difficult to manage· and occaionally he let off orne of the
team by throwing the teacher
through the window. But re-

.~
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member that in the long race of
life this vitality will be his most
useful resource.

It
\1

...
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Prof. F. D. Kelsey, Sc. D.,
the newly elected professor of
botany of Oberlin College, is
one of the men whose experience
should be an inspiration to
others. Graduating from Marietta College in 187o, and Andover in 187 4, he entered the
ministry, and a few year~ later
went to Montana as a home
m1ss10nary. He at once identified himself with the development of the educational system
of that new country. He soon
saw that the flora of that region
contained many characteristic
features, and though he had
never handled a microscope, and
was a thousand miles from an
instructor, he ordered an outfit
and procured all the book assistance he needed and began a
thorough study of the vegetable
life of that new world. He became after a time the one authority in those parts, and his
articles upon the subject attract ed wide attention. He did not
realize how much this work of
his signified until his door bell
rang one day announcing the
arrival of a gentleman who had
come all the way from Oberlin
to offer him, upon the strength
of his reputatipn, the professorhip in botany in that institution.
He i the mo t widely known
botani t in the entire_ orthwe t,
and is recoo-nized in the universities of America and Europe as
the authority upon botany of
T

that region.
This illustrates the possibilities open to a studious man who
is willing to deYote himself to a
specialty in any section of the
country. Even a thousand miles
from the centers east or west he
can make himself felt from sea
to sea, and even acros the seas.
·while studying methods, thearies, and deYices the teacher
must not fo.rget that the most
valuable of all aids is ''common
seri~e." It is the want of this
common sense that is making all
the trouble in the Chicago
schools.
1ethods,
theories,
and systems must be used according to circumstances.
A
teacher visits the Boston schools
and witnesses the fire-drill in
the schools. She is charmed
with the perfection of the drill,
goes back to her country schoolroom and determines to have a
fire-drill in her school. How
utterly absurd. \Ve don't know
of any one who has done this
particular thing, but it is not
difficult to recall things done in
the public schools fully as absurd
as this. Does the teacher hear
a lecture on clay-modelling?
Forthwith she mu t ha,·e some
mud in her school-out in the
country, perhaps, where the
children roam over acres of mud
and have been playing with it
all their lives. Does she read
an article on "Physical Exerci e
in the Public 'chools?" 'he
must take an hour of the already
too short e sion to try to develop the muscle of boys who
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plow, rake, pitch hay, milk
cows, dig potatoes, from five
o'clock in the morning until
school time, and again from the
close of school until bed-time.
Does some ''noted educator"
who has never taught school go
wild on "object lessons?" Then
she must not · be behind the
times. She must have cats and
dogs in school to tell the pupils
that "This is a dog" and "This
is a cat."
Has she been ''finished off"
at a "State Normal?" Thep. she
knows all about it. She has it
all planned out how she will give
her pupils the "percept" and the
''concept" and the ''appercept."
When her pupils have undergone the various processes in her
hands they will be the finished
article. Pshaw! friends! let us
throw away some of our theories
about apperception, and conception and intuition and the
like, and use ''common sense."
It is this blind application of
theories without reference to
conditions that frequently arrays
public sentiment against genuine
progress. Psychological knowledge must not be applied like
patent medicine.
Every case
must be diagnosed before treatment is undertaken.
P ersonals.

As will be seen from the following interesting letter, the
public schools of the city of
Dawson, Minn., and the town itself, has been captured by some
of Valparaiso's wide-awake graduates:

April 10, 1893.
DEAR SIR:
Enclosed please find $1.25
for THE STUDE T, that bright and
ever welcome journal that brings me so
much news from dear old College Hdl
and the many friends now located in
nearly every state in the Union.
College Hill, as you will see by this
Jetter, is well repn:sented in Dawson;
Marie Larson and Mrs. Reppy, our
kindergartner, besides myself, being
from College Hill.
The best evidence of our succesl',
perhaps, would be the fact that inside of
one year the growth of our schools forced us to put in two additional teachers;
besides we have all been re-elected,
Mrs. Reppy and I for the thi1d year,
Miss Larson for the second.
I will be in Valparaiso this summer
for the reunion. Hope all the cia s of
'90 \\"ill be there.
Fraternally, E. A. MANLY

·I

Prof. Billmeyer'!; many friends
will Le glad to read the following letter from him. We doubt
not that he will meet all his old
friends in Valparaiso this summer. Valparaiso will be the
great summer resort for teachers
this year:
MR. EDITOR,

Vnlpm-aiso, Ind.
Dear Sir:- You will please
find enclosed one dollar and twlnty·five
cents which renews my subscripti on to
THE "TI'DEr\T until 1-larch '94·
I a sure you that no marazine o r
paper is a more welcome friend than
THE TUDENT. I am teaching in the
Chillicothe ~ormal School, as are aLo
Prof. Ames and Prof. Robbins \Ve
each like our positior.s very nn:ch .
We all send greetings of the w, rme t
kind to our many friends who read THE
STUDE ·T, but e. pecially to tho e of cur
schoolmates of '89 and '90. \Y e ~11 expect to be at ' Valpo" during C(IDmencement exercises next August, and
h pe to ee many of our old friends and
clas mates there.
Yours Truly,
G. M. BILLMEYER.

..
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Prof. J. F. Smith who has
been principal of the Roanoke,
Ind., schools during the past
year, has charge of the laboratory work in the N orthcrn Indiana Normal School.
Prof. H. H. Streeter closed a
successful year's work at Missouri City, Mo., and is now attending school at Valparaiso.
We take the following from
the N eoga News where Prof. S.
S. Frederick, a former student
of the N. I. N. S. is principal:
Prof. S. S. Frederick has been
principal of Neoga schools for
five years, and during his administration the schools have advanced beyond what we ever expected. The course now agrees
very well with the ordinary preparatory course and the fact
that we have four years for the
work makes the work more
thorough.
The following letter from Hon.
B. Byron Lower, Superintendent
of Public Instruction for the
state of Idaho, explains itself.
Since leaving the Nor mal in
1886, his rise as an educator has
been rapid until now he is at the
head of the educational system
in his state.
EDITOR STUDE T .

Dear Sir:-Sample copy of THE
came in due time and I have
enjoyed its perusal very much. Herewith I send you 1.25 as payment for
the ensuing year's sub criplion. Will
you kindly send me the February ~o.
I am particularly intere ted in THE
.'TUDF. 'T, having been a member of the
Normal, of which it i. the "organ," for
wo years ending ugu ·t ' 6.
ours very truly,
B. RvRo:-,; LOWER.
STUDENT
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The Star.

At the regular meeting for the
election of the anniversary program, the following members
were chosen: Orators, J. J.
Me 1anaman and J. H. Cloud;
lZecitationists, \nnaMcDonough
and Beth ·w ood.
Owing to a proposed festival
or social and an exchange of
nights with The Crescents, the
last program of the term was
given May 19, in Star Hall.
The election was unanimous.
The Recording Secretary cast
the ballot for officers as follows:
R. L. Moore, Pres.; J. E. Karns,
Vice Pres.; Ella McMullen, Rec.
Sec.; Sena Swift, Cor. Sec.; G.
R. ·w illiams, T'reas.; Frank Me
Nulty, rst Critic; Carrie Ruple,
znd Critic; J. J. Riggs, rst Editor; Nellie Jones, znd Editor;
E. S. \Vaterbury, Vocal Chorister; Nora Ulery, Instrumental
Chorister; H. A. Snyder rst
Marshall; C. L. Greengo, zncl
Marshall; J. D. French, Reporter; R. L. Moore, manager of
I rinting; J. H. Cloud, E. 0.
Busenburg, and J. C. McClure,
Commissioners.
The many friends of J. P. Me
} inley, a prominent tar of '8s '86, will be pained to learn of
his death, which occurred at his
horne in Elgin, Fayette Co.,
Iowa, April 2 I, I 89 3· ·w hile
here he made a host of friends
who will ever hold him in pleasant remembrance. I< or the past
five years he was principal of the
Elgin public schools. He was
one of the leading educational
men in his part of the state.
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APRIL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
/

READING.
'Tis not enough the voice be sound and
clear,
'Tis modulation that must charm the ear.
The voic.:e all modes of passion can express,
That marks the proper words with proper stress.
But none emphatic can that actor call
Who lays an equal emphasis on all.
Some o' er the tongue the labored measures roll,
Slow and deliberate as the parting toll:
Point every stop, mark every pause so
strung,
Their words, like stage procession, stalk
along.
All affectation but creates Jisgust,
And e'en in speaking we may seem too
just.--Lloyd.
In assigning the quotation above
for a reading lesson, what would you
IO
tell your class to do?
1.

2. State the difference between grammatical and rhetorical pauses.
1o

3· What would you do to insure good
articulation on the part of your pupils?
IS

4· What attention would you give to
breathing exercises preparatory to the
recitation in reading? Why?
IS
S· Tell how you would conduct an ex IS
ercise in supplementary reading.
6. Is the plan of marking emphatic
words in the reading lesson beneficial to
the pupils? Why?
10
7. Read a selection indicated by the
Superintendent.
25
ANSWERS.

They should be requireq to express
in their own language the thoughts contained in the selection.
1.

2. A grammatical pause is one required by the sense of the piece; a rhetorical pause is one not required by the
sense but made for better effect, as the
pause at the end of each ine of poetry,
the caesura! pause &c.

-s_-

J

3· The way to secure good articulation is to drill on the elementary sounds.
4· Breathing exercises are valuable in
imparting energy to the class, and securing proper position in the recitation.

,~
)

"

S· As an exercise it should be conducted the same as any other · reading
lesson.
6. It is, in some instances where the
thought of the writer would not be clear
without it.

ARITHMETIC.
Annexing the figure 7 to the written number 3S4 is equivalent to what
processes ·o r operations performed with
the number 3S4 as a base?
1.

2. Assume the dimensions of the room
in which you are to be 22 feet 6 inches
long, 18 feet 9 inches wide and 13 feet
high; what would be the cost of plastering the ceiling and four sides of the
room at 30 cents per square yard?

3· If Smith should sell his farm for
$3,soo, 20 per cent. of this money would
be gain; would he gain or lose, and
what per cent., if he should sell it for
$2,97S?
4· A retail bookseller buys books at
20, IO and 5 off, and sells at list prices.
What per cent. profit does he make?
S· Jan. I, I885, a person borrowed
$4,83S at 3 per cent., promising toreturn it as soon as it amounted to $s,ooo.
On what day did the loan expire?
6. If a locomotive moves % of a mile
in H of a minute, how far will it move
in 43U minutes? Write out full analysis.

7. A square field contains 2, 560 acres.
Find the cost of fencing it at $I. 12;i
per rod.
8. Wheat is worth 90 cents per bushel,
and a field yields 2I bushels per acre at
a cost of $I6.75 per acre for cultivation.
If the cost of cultivation be increased
20 per cent., and the yield be thereby

7
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increased 30 per cent., what is the net
gain per acre?
ANSWERS.

I.

Annexing 7 to the number 354, we
have 3547.
3547= 354o+7= 354X w + 7·
. ·: In annexing 7 to the number 354 is
eqmvalent to first multiplying by 10 and
tllen adding 7 to the product.
II.

(

.

The room will contain 2 sides, 2 ends
and I ceiling.
I side, 22 Yz ft. X I3 ft. =292 Yz sq. ft.
2 " 22Yz " X I3 " = s8s
" "
I ~:nd, 18~ " X I3 " =243~ " "
2 '.'. I8~ " X I3 "=487Yz""
I cethng, 22,Yz ft. X t8~ ft. =42I~
sq. ft.
. ·. 2 sides, 2 ends, and I ceiling-=
I494Ys sq. ft.
I494Ys sq. ft. = 14 -9 -~· 375 sq. yds. or
I66 2\- sq. yds.
I66-l 4 sq. yds. @ 30 c. = $49.8I J4
III.
20% of $3,500= $700, gain on farm.
$3,500-$7oo= $2,8oo, cost of farm.
$2,975-$2,8oo=$I75, what he would
gain by ~elling @ $2,975·
$175 ts what % of $2,800? is the
question.
$2,800-::::Ioo %
$I=-(~%

$175= 1-l-/% or6J4%.
IV.
Let IOO ,%=L. P.
Then 2o ,%= 1st discount.
And IOO % - 20 _%=8o % 1st rem.
w% of 8o %=8 % 2d disc.
8o %-8.%=72 % 2d rem.
5% of 72 %=3.6.% 3rd disc.
729'0-3.6 ,%~68. 4% cost.
100,%-68-4 ,%=32.6 ,% gain.
. ·. 32.6 .% is what .% of 68.4 .% ? is
the question.
68.4,%~Ioo%
I %=1 0 ~4%

32.6.%=fi 6l% or 47iH% rate of
gain.

v.
$5,000 amt.-$4,835 principal=$165
int.

305

I
1h65
Time in years=---==---- PX R
$4835 X .o3
=1.137 yrs.
I. I37 yrs=I yr., 1 mo .. I9 da.
I yr., I mo., I9 da. after Jan. I,
I88s=Feb. 2o, 1886.
VI.
I. H min.=55 seconds.
2. 43~ "=2625 "
3· 55 sec.~Ji mi.
4· I " =-i-s of ~ mi. or ~\ mi.
mi. or 29H
5· 2625 sec.=2625 X
mi.
VII.
I. I acre=I6o sq. rds.
2. 2560 acres=256oX I6o sq. rds. or
4096oo sq. rds.
The square of the number of rods in
one side will give the number of sq. rds.
in the field, and hence the sq. root of
the number of sq. rds. in the field will
give the number of rds. in one side.
3· V 409600 =640, no. of rds. in I
side.
4· 4X 640=256o, no. of rds. around
the field.
5· 256o rds. @ $I.l2Yz~$288o. ans.
VIII.
1. 21 bu. @ 90 c.~$18.90, yield per
acre.
2. The cost of cultivation per acre~
$16.75·
3· 20 ,% of $I6. 75~$3.35, increase in
cost of cultivation.
4· $I6.7S + $3·3S~$2o.Io, whole cost
per acre.
5· 30 % of $I8.90=$6.3o, increase in
yield.
6. $I8. 90+ $6.30= $25.20, whole
yield per acre.
7· $25.20-$20. I0=$5.IO, net gain
per acre.
8. $6.30-$3·35=$2 .95, net gain per
acre on account of increase in cost of
cultivation .

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
I. The view has been advanced that,
to call the attention of pupils to incorrect language forms for correction, is a
hindrance to the mastery of correct
forms. What is your opinion?
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2.
arne the properties of the noun,
and tell what each denotes and state how
this is shown.

shows its relation to other words. It is
shown by the form and use of the word,
mostly by the use.

3· Give an example of each use of the
compound personal pronoun.

3· Apposition. - He
himself was
there: I saw the man himself.
Object of verb.-He pierced himself
in the breast.
Subject of verb.-Myself am Naples.
Object of preposition. -He care- for
none but himself.
4· They have person and number
sirnply in the sense that they are inflected to agree with their subjects in person
and number.
5· In the first the condition assumed
is contrary to the fact; while in the
second it is assumed as a fact.

4· In what sense may verbs be said to
have per on and number?

5· Make clear the difference in meaning between tbese two sentences:
(a) If he were here, we should return
at once.
(b) If he was here, nobody saw him.
6. \Vrite a discourse of from one to
two hundred words on any of the following subjects: Voluntary attention; how
to teach language in the primary grades:
the value of historical study; the excellences and the defects of Indiana's
school system; recent tendencies in education.

7. What do you regard as the principal defects in teaching grammar?
8 . Why are certain forms called the
principal parts of a verb? Give the
principal parts of the following : Begin,
know, sting, shine.
A 'SWERS .

We do not think this view is correct. There are so many incorrect expressions used in common parlance that
immitation can not he relied upon to
learn the correct form. If to expre s a
certain idea the child hears the incorrect
form used twice by his associates outside
the school where he hears the correct
form used once by his teacher lie will
certainly acquire the incorrect form.
1.

2. Nouns have gender, person, num ·
ber and case. Gender is that property
of nouns which shows the distinction in
regard to sex. The gender of nouns is
shown i11 three ways: by different words,
as boy, girl; hy different terminations,
as actor, actress; by prefixes and suffixes, as landlord, landlady. Person is
that modification that di tingui hes the
person speaking, the person spoken to,
and the person spoken of.
umber is
that property that distingui hes one
from more than one. It is shown by the
ending and l)y the form of the word.
Case is that pr0perty of a noun that

o·

REcENT T~<:NDENcms IN
EDUCATIO .

The most striking feature of modern
education is its tenclen cy toward the
practical. There is a wide-spread feelmg at the present time that education
shall not merely polish a person so that
he may shine in society, but shall fit him
to be of some use in the great industrial
machinery of the country. What the
country needs is wealth producers, not
wealth consumers. This idea has, in a
few years, completely revolutionized the
theory of teaching in the public schools
as well as the courses of study in higher
institutions.
7- The principal mistakes made in
teaching grammar are: teaching technical grammar too early in the course, and
teaching too much by definition without
giving practice upon the principles
learned.
8.- (a) Because they are the parts by
the aid of which the whole verb can be
conjugated .
(b) Begin, began, begun.
Know, knew, known.
Sting, stung, stung.
Shine, shone, shone.

PHYSIOL GY.
(. even out of ten.)
1.

Ddine protopla m.

2. De. crihe in detail any unicellular
animal you have seen.
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3· Of what usc is the skeleton, and
where is it located?

and moist allowing movement without
friction.

4· Describe cartilage; where
found?

9· It consists of two "vocal ligaments" stretched from before backwards
in the Larynx, a cartilaginous box com
posed of membrane and two cartilages.
It is located at the upper part of the
trachea.

is

it

5· What is fatigue? How is it caused?
6. How clues the capacity of the capillary blood-vessel compare with that of
the remainder of the circulatory system?

7· Make a sketch of the plan of a
gland.
8. Describe the stomach, and explain
the functions of the different parts.

10. By a vapor or ga or finely divided particles of a substance coming into
contact with the nerve .e nding of the
olfactory nerve in the nasa l passages
and thereby acting as a s timulus.

9· Describe the vocal apparatus.
10. How are sensations of smell produced?

A SWERS.

A semi fluid or jelly-like organic
'matter composed of protcids.
1.

A bell-anamalcule has a small stalk
attaching it to its place, a hell shaped
hody with a mouth opening on the mar
gin surrounded by motile cilia. It has
a nucleus and a pulsating vacuole. It s
protoplasm is granular.
2.

3· L ocomotive levers, fram e work and
protection. It i located int ernal to the
soft parts.
4· It is a tissue in which the inter
cellular substance
hom oge neous and
e lastic or fibrous. It is found at the
extremities of bones and in the articulations.

5· That condition of the muscles in
which the contractility has become
wholly or partly exhausted or in nerve.
the irritability. It is caused by too prolonged or exces ive stimulus.
6. The aggregate diameter of the
capillarie is ahour oo time greater than
that of th e aorta.

••

...
I

\

7· - 8; The stomach is a pear shaped enlargement of the alimentary tract. It
ha three coats, an internal mucous
middle muscular, and external erous.
In the inner coat arc mucous ~lands for
the secretion of the gastric juice, the
muscular coat produces a peristaltic
motion and the external coat is smooth

GEOGRAPHY.
If yon wanted to teach your pupils
in geography by means of c haracterist ic
pictures, what would yon how fm Pitt:burg? New Orleans? Illinois? Italy?
J.

Tr:-~n svaa l?

2 . Name the States which border on
the Great Lakes, and locate their Capitals .

3· ll ow would you proceed to teach
the size of New York City?
4· ·ame a list of phy. ical conditions
in a C<mntry which would insure it to I c
ow ncrl by an intelli~cnt, hardy, and
progressive people.

S· What could be done for a class of
pupils with a piece of anthracite coal in
the hands of the teacher?
6. Bound Austria, and give its form
of government and some account of the
character of the people.
7. Draw an outline map of 'alifornia.
8. \Vhat use would you m:-~ke of geography while teaching the subJ ec t of
history?
ANSWERS.

r. (a) Iron manufactures. (h) 'otton
and sugar industrie . (c) 'orn and
tock rai ing. (cl) C1ties, commerce,
silk and grape inclustrie,;. (c) Farming
and tock raising.
2.
r _ Y., Albany
on the lind on;
Penn., Ilarrisburg, on the Susquehanna;
Ohio, olumbus, on the .'cioto; lnd.,
Indianapolis, on the White river; W1s.,
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Madison, Southern; Minn., St. Paul,
Southeastern.
3· By teaching its area as compared
with a known area and its population as
compared with some city known to the
pupils.
4· A country with a temperate eli
mate and a fertile soil.

5· Not very much.
isolated.

The object is too

6. N., Germany and Russia; E.,
Romania; S., Servia, Turkey, Adriatic
Sea, Italy; W., Sw:tzerland and Germany.
It is a limited monarchy.
There are many nationalities represented and the Catholic religion prevails.

7·-8. Carefully locate on the map all
places mentioned in the History.

U. S. HISTO.RY.
Write a sketch of the administra·
tion of Benjamin Harrison.
1.

2. Give an account of the growth of
the modes of comunication since the
Revolution .

3· In whose administration were the
Ailen and Sedition laws passed? State
their purpose, and how they were received by the people.
4· Give an account of the battle of
Gettysburg, stating the special reasons
why it was fought, and the special advantage which followed from this battle.

5· Give an account of the impeachment of Andrew Johnson, stating the
reason for the impeachment and the result of the trial. What body tries impeachments?
ANSWERS.
1. Benjamin Harrison's admintstra·
tion extended from March 4, 1889 to
March 4, 1893. This administration
was characterized by peace and great
prosperity among the people. Many
important events happened during this
period, chief among which may be
mentioned the Centennial Celebration
in New York in commemoration of the

one-hundredth anniversary of the inau guration of Washington as first President of the UnitP-d States; the trouble
with the Samoan Islands; the Johnstown
Flood; Opening of the Sioux Reservation; the meeting of the Pan American
Congress; the admission of several new
states; the organization of Oklahoma
Territory; the passage of the McKinley
Bill; etc.
2. In the Revolutionary time communication was by letter carried on
horse back. After the invention of the
locomotive this afforded more rapid
means of conveyance. In 1844, the in vention of the magnetic telegraph secured still more rapid means of commu ·
nication. Telegraph lines are now built
to all parts of the country. In 1866 the
laying of the Atlantic Cable brought
the Old World and the New World into
communication. Since that time ocean'
cables have been laid which bring all
parts of the civilized world into direct
communication.
Following the tele graph came the telephone, which enables people, though far apart, to converse as if in the same house.

3· They were passed during John
Adams' administration. Their purpose
was to prevent aliens from plotting
against the U. S. government, and to
protect the government from libel by
newspapers. These laws were very distasteful to the people and were soon
repealed.

~·

4· The battle of Gettysburg was
fought July 1, 2, and 3· Gen. Lee commanded the Confederate forces and Gen.
Meade the Union forces. It was fought
to prevent the invasion of the North.
The effect of it was the abandonment of
the idea of Northern invasion.

5· On March 3rd 1868 the H ouse of
Representatives adopted articles of impeachment against President Johnson.
The case was tried by the Senate over
which Chief Justice Chase presided.
The immediate charge against the
President was the
violation of the
Tenure of Office Act in the removal of
Edwin M. Stanton from the office of
Secretary of War. The trial began on
the 23d of March and lasted until the

I'.
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26th of May. The President was acquitted.
Impeachments are tried by the U. S.
Senate.

SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
(Applicant to discuss three ou& of four. )
1. Upon which of these three condi ·
tions of permanent remembrance would
you rely must in teaching, and why: in ·
tense interest on the moment of learning,
association of the thmg learned with
knowledge already understood, or frequent repetitions?

z. Which do you consider of rnost
benefit to a child, the changes wrought
in his capacities through study, or the
information gained through study?
Show how your belief in this particular
will affect your methods and practices
in teaching.
3· In the proper use of globes, maps
and pictures in the teaching of ~eogra
phy, what powers of the child are chiefly exercised?
Specifiy the particular
use of each power or faculty in such
teaching.
4· Sustain or overthrow the following
proposition by a course of argument:
In Arithmetic teach processes before
reasons.

J09
ANSWERS.

The first should be relied upon
most because it calls for self activity on
the part of the child and on that account
produces a healthier development.
1.

2. The change wrought in his capacities through study are the most valuable.
The teacher's method, therefore, should
not he one of pouring knowledge into
him but it should be a method that will
lead him out-- one that shall cause him
to exercise his faculties voluntarily. It
is only by exercise that his mind can be
strengthened.

3· Two faculties of the mind are
chiefly exercised in the use of maps and
globes, memory and imagination. The
memory is exercised in reproducing the
impression obtained from the map,
while the imagination is exercised by
constructing in the mind the real thing
which the mark on the map represents.
4· This must depend entirely on tht!
age of the pupil. With mature students
the reasoning should generally precede
because the reflective powers are stronger and are d epended on more than the
memory. But with young pupils beginning arithmetic, very little but processes can be taught, since the child depends entirely on memory.
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WATCHES AND JEWELRY.

SEE ADV .

W. 11. VAIL, No. 'i )Jain t.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS .

·w. H. )lcCL RE, Form •rly with Elgin W tHCh Co.
21 E. Main t.

No.

.J. T. 1\IA EY, Ladle and children' hair cutting. Htt·
zor put In order. Hot and Cold Bath . ·o. 6 W. )Jain t.

L . l\IA ' EY, Hair cutting, "'hampoolng, and Razor put
lnordt>r. Good workmen. No.8 E. Main t.

GUNSMITH.
A. P.\.RK , un , Hc,·oJv r. , Ammunition. ·art rid(: ••,
un to rem, Kt•y of all ktnll. t\tt •ll, Trunk. repalt·ed.
mbrclla

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.
,JOH. LEPELL, No. 43 E. )1aln t .

BOOKS
B. F. PElU!L.E,

.~ .

111-115 ' oll•g .\,· .

LAUNDRY.
~Ex

AllY.

SEE ADY.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

THE LI liT .\P 'U., •• . lll1-lu3·' lit" .\n•.
EE AD\'.

~nd

B .·1 TER, .·o. 3 W . • 1 In t.

BOOTS AND SHOES .
J. F . TALcOTT,.· . 9 E. I In '-t.

KE ADV .

8E.E ADY. '

MEATS
K AD.

Wb n an " rin ad,. rt:

ment m ntion THE

EE AD .

Tl'IJL '1'

.
.•

Going to be in the City a few days? You will want a FIRST CLASS Hotel,

IT IS CENTRALLY L(!)CATED.
(Opp. the Rock Island Depot and Board of Trade.)
IT HAS 110 HANDSOMELY FURNISHED
ROOMS,
IT lS CLEAN AND COMFORTABLE,

~!!!1!!1!1~~~~

IT HAS A SUPERIOR SERVICE,
THE PROPRIETORS ARE EXPERIENCED
HOSTS, and will do everything possible to
make your stay pleasant.

Rates $2.00 Per Day.
'

American Book Company.
GEOGRAPI-IIES that are always up to date.
~
~,__,., __~HE large number of School Geographies that we publish,
~~ i;,~§ and the great demand for them, enables us to maintain a
•
corps of competent persons who note the latest discoveries,
the continually shifting political boundaries, changes in population,
etc., and the data thus secured are promptly incorporated in our
text-books of geography. This is done at an expense that would
not be warranted if we published only one series of Geographies.
Each edition is thus carefully corrected, and editions follow
each other with such frequency that the stock on hand is always
fresh and of recent issue.
For accuracy and reliability soundness of pedagogic methods,
and artistic and mechanical excellence, these books take the lead.

Standard Geographies of the United States .
.Appleton's Standard Elementary Geography,
Appleton's tandard Hirrher Geography,
Barne's Elementary reography,
Harne's Complete Geography,
Eclectic Elementary reography,
Eclectic Complete Geography,
Harper's Intr ductory Geography,
Harpees chool Geography,
Swinton's Introductory GeoO'raphy,
/Swinton's Grammar chool CeoO'raphy,
.1. rile's Elementary Geography,
11
ile's Advanced reography
Monteith's Fir t Le son in Geography,
• fonteith's Introduction to reography,
Cornell's Primary Geography,
Cornell's Intermediate Geography,

So 55
I 25
55
I 2$

55
I

20

i.

)l

40

42

86

Phy-sical GeograJ>hies.
Appleton'~

Phy ical Gco raphy,
Eclectic Physical Geography
Guyot' Physical reocrraphy-Revi ed,
~ lonteith's
ew Phy ical Geography

B ok sent prepaid on r ceipt of pri e.
dres - the publi hers at
~·Ew

YORK

Cl •• CI.'.'ATI

I

6o

I

00

I

6o

1 00

C tolo!!Ue in every department of study, free.
CHI AGO

llOSTO •

ATLA."TA

Ad·

